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USERS REQUIREMENTS AND PUBLICITY IN THE AREAS OF APPLICATIONS
(by F. Singleton)

Chapter 1
Introduction to the problems
National Meteorological Services meet the needs of their countries in
various ways. First and foremost they provide the Primary Functions of
making or having observations made to the necessary standard for all
meteorological purposes, secondly they provide basic weather analyses and
prognoses and, thirdly, they collect and validate all available
meteorological data to create meteorological data archives. Thereafter NMS
differ in their modes of operation.
In some countries all Secondary
Services using the basic material of observations, analyses, prognoses and
data archives are provided by and only by the NMS. In other countries all
or most of this secondary service provision to users is carried out by
independent or quasi-independent organisations for their own, usually
profit making, motives.
Between these two extremes there are mixed
situations with the NMS and the independent meteorological organisations
either competing directly or complementing each other in the services that
they provide.
In at least one Member State the National Meteorological
Service has indicated that it is being transformed into an independent
institution outside the control of its Government Finance. Such a service
will have to sell services sufficiently to raise all the running costs of
the NMS including research and development. In a number of other countries
the NMS is having to make choices between increasing revenue for services
and reducing such activities as research and development.
In whichever situation exists it is vitally important that there
should be sufficient funding for the NMS to provide the primary services
mentioned above. This need is usually recognised by governments and an
important role of WMO is to help to ensure that governments continue to
take that view. However there has also to be sufficient funding for the
provision of the secondary services to end users. Where such services are
supplied by commercial organisations then the need to market and sell such
services with a realistic pricing structure will be well understood. A
commercial organisation doing otherwise would not continue in existence.
Where, however, services are mainly or entirely supplied by the NMS then,
typically, an appreciation of the need to have sensible and defensible
pricing structures is less likely.
Similarly, the need to market or
advertise services may not be understood.
In recent years there have been developments in the application of
meteorology to many human activities. Meteorology has been perceived as
capable of providing input to day to day operations such as transport by
sea, air or land, to energy generation and acquisition, to water supply, to
agriculture, and to many manufacturing and construction projects.
Meteorological advice can be used in the planning or design stages of the
same operations. Meteorology is, thus, entering (or has already entered in
many cases) previously unforeseen applications by industrial, commercial
and professional organisations. These organisations may be managed either
nationally or regionally by the State or can be private sector firms
varying in size from multi-national companies to one man businesses.

NMS = National Meteorological Servi ce(s)

This widening of the application of meteorological services has been
occurring at a time when governments are looking more and more at their own
operating costs. Decisions at all levels of government are increasingly
having to be made on cost/benefit grounds. Yet this is at a time when the
techniques of management have become sufficiently sophisticated so that the
efficiency and effectiveness of industry, commerce and the professions can
be increased by the input of the appropriate meteorological information.
This somewhat paradoxical situation is heightened by the imprecise nature
of meteorology as a science, particularly in the field of forecasting but
also in the marked variabilities that can occur in weather parameters over
short distances and over small time scales. The science of meteorology is
still developing at a pace often dictated by advances in technology applied
to observing systems, communications and computing. The uncertainties in
weather analyses, even with the most advanced observing systems available,
to say nothing about uncertainties inherent in forecasting make it
difficult to convince the layman that benefits can accrue by means of the
careful application of such an imperfect tool. This problem of persuasion
is enhanced by the increasing complexity of modern day life in developed
countries and by the increasing perception by meteorologists of the many
and diverse ways in which their science can be applied.
In developing
countries problems are also heightened but here, more often, it is because
of the greater limitations of the basic data base and the difficult
forecasting problems in these often tropical or subtropical areas.
Countries in such areas are often those of greatest need for meteorological
advice and services and yet the understanding by the potential user of what
may be achieveable can be even less than in more developed countries with a
longer history of the systematic application of meteorology to commercial
and industrial problems.
The above summary indicates that there is a process of education to be
undertaken. It is also common experience that it is difficult to persuade
lay persons to understand and use meteorological advice provided to them in
terms with which they are not familiar.
Therefore, it follows that
meteorologists have to be able to understand the problems of potential
users of weather services and have to be able to present information in
terms related to the needs of the end user. There is nothing new in this
concept. For example, aviation forecasters do not normally provide airline
operators with detailed forecasts of wind shear and temperature lapse rate,
rather they provide forecasts of the extent and severity of clear air
turbulence.
In entering into discussions regarding weather services,
whether to organisations in the public sectors or private sectors of
national economies, the meteorologist must extend this principle. Services
must be made specific as far as possible. Agriculturalists do not want to
know what the temperature and humidity have been over the past few days or
what they are to be over the next few days but they do want to know whether
or not they should be spraying their crops for disease or pest control
purposes.
The level of services capable of being supplied by a NMS depends upon
the resources available and this, as already noted, can be dependent upon
the funding of the NMS. Where services are being supplied to national or
state concerns, such as those engaged in power supply and generation or to
transport services, then it is important that the benefits of the
meteorological services provided be recognised either by transfer of funds

from the user to the NMS or, more simply, in government funding to the NMS.
Such arrangements necessitate an appreciation of the cost accounted
benefits of the meteorological advice to the user and, thus, to the
national economy.
When private sector organisations are taking
meteorological advice then the discipline imposed by the need to operate
with a trading profit provides a regulator of any payment made to the NMS.
In the past many NMS, particularly in the more industrialised and developed
countries, have supplied meteorological advice and information to private
sector organisations either at charges well below the cost of providing the
service if not at zero or minimal cost. In some countries legislation does
not permit the NMS to charge customers or limits the charges that can be
made. Increasing costs of running NMS and greater demand upon government
funds are resulting in such subsidies of private sector enterprises being
reduced and there are increasing pressures upon NMS to recover revenue for
such work.
A technological constraint upon services provided by meteorologists
whether of the NMS or from the private sector is the problem of
communication with the end user. Many meteorological services are only of
value if they can be made available to the end user on a time scale
appropriate to his operations. When providing services to a small number
of customers then this is not usually a problem - telephone or telex
messages for example, can be sufficiently effective and speedy.
When
providing services to, say, many thousands of farmers then effective,
efficient and rapid message dissemination is required. Here, again, cost
can enter the equation and labour intensive distribution methods may not be
cost effective.

Chapter 2
Types of user requirements
User requirements can be categorised
follows:

in various general ways as

Design, Planning, Operations, Post Mortem
The types of user requirement will now be considered under these four
general headings.
Design
The potential user of meteorological services for design can be
concerned with, for example, engineering structures, the formulation of a
service or the development of an operational system.
At the design stage of a structure or building there will be need at
an early stage to define criteria to ensure that the structure is capable
of withstanding an acceptable range of meteorological conditions and that
the probability of failure is less than some specified value. In some
cases the designer will wish to ensure that his structure is able to
withstand the worst possible combination of conditions. This might be, for
example, in the case of an earth dam where overtopping could be
catastrophic. The spillway in such a situation has to be able to withstand
the probable maximum flood. In other cases it will be acceptable to design
with a finite (although small) probability of failure. Similarly, when
designing a system or a service then the probability of interruption or
failure has to be at an acceptably low level. An example might be a land
transport system in which there is a choice of vehicles. The extra cost
involved in purchasing vehicles capable of operating under very adverse
weather conditions might or might not be justified by the frequency with
which those conditions occur. Similar considerations can enter into the
design of structures. For example the extra cost of putting wind shields
on a bridge so that vehicles can cross safely when winds exceed some given
speed might or might not be justified depending upon the frequency with
which such winds occur and the penalties incurred in not being able to use
the bridge in those extreme conditions.
When working with designers the meteorologists have to be aware of the
characteristics of the weather sensitivities involved.
A structure may
react to gust speeds of a specific duration, it may be prone to loading by
snow, it may have to withstand penetration of rain, it may have to be used
under certain extreme conditions of temperature or sunshine. A transport
system may cease to operate during spells when there is significant
visibility reduction due to blowing dust or fog.
The design of such
systems will depend upon how often these conditions occur, what is the cost
of providing equipment to clear the snow, what are the cost penalties of
over-design etc.
A particularly important aspect of the advice that can be given by a
meteorologist to a designer is in the understanding of the meteorological
data, their shortcomings and, particularly, their representativeness.

Weather observing networks very rarely provide all the data that might be
required for a particular application. So the meteorologist must be able
to decide and advise upon what data can or should be used for a particular
application and how these data should be interpreted. Many designers, even
those of long and wide experience, do not understand sufficiently the
effects on meteorological elements, particularly on extremes, of large
scale topography, local topography or seasonality.
Accordingly the
meteorologist must take steps to ensure that his expertise and his role
during design phases of projects is well understood.
Planning
Planning can be in the sense of a one off problem such as a major
construction project or, perhaps, a repetitive operation likely to occur
during a definable period of time. The kinds of questions that planners
have to answer usually relate to the cost of and resources required to
undertake a task. In the case of a major structure the questions will
concern the various phases of construction. At certain times of the year
what will be the probability of being able to complete certain operations?
What is the probability of delays due to the ground being too wet, or too
frozen?
What is the possibility of getting weather windows for
particularly critical operations such as the towing of structures out to
oil rigs? Obviously, some design questions overlap or are very similar to
those used for planning purposes while other questions are unique either to
the design or to the planning phase. As for design, the meteorologist has
to be prepared to make the user aware of the dangers of the uninformed or
incorrect use of meteorological data.
Operations
Here the role of the meteorologist is better understood by the user.
The interaction of the weather forecaster with aviation and marine
interests has developed sufficiently over many years and the benefits of
meteorological advice are quantifiable and in some cases quantified. In
the case of aviation it is reasonably straightforward to calculate the
effects on fuel usage of not taking a weather forecast and, indeed, the
effects of taking weather forecast services with known root mean square
errors in wind vectors can be calculated.
However, there are many
activities of a weather sensitive nature for which professional
meteorological advice is not universally used.
A list, by no means
exhaustive, could include the following as particularly weather sensitive
operations in addition to the normal aviation and general marine
forecasting services.
The weather routeing of ships either to avoid damage or to minimise
time of.passage. Here the user will require not only forecasts of wind,
sea state and visibility but also forecasts of the effects of that weather
in terms of damage to the ship and its speed. However, to be able to
benefit by the advice it must be sufficently timely to allow action to be
taken to avoid damage or loss of speed.
Management of
information for short
a day or days and,
months. Short period

energy supply systems require weather forecast
periods of an hour or so, longer period forecasts of
ideally, even longer period forecasts of weeks or
forecasts of energy requirements are needed in order

to decide whether a power station can be shut down or whether others should
be started up, whether energy will have to be bought from a neighbouring
country etc. Forecasts of energy requirements for the next 2 or 3 days are
used for decisions concerning maintenance of power stations. Still longer
period forecasts can be used for technical planning of the movement and
purchase of fuel.
Manufacturers and retailers wish to be able to predict demand for
their products, customer behaviour and effects of weather on their products
during storage or transport.
Correlations of various lag times exist
between weather and sales of such diverse products as ice cream, soft
drinks, soup, clothing, motor cars, bottled gas etc. The weather can
influence greatly customer behaviour and determine whether or not the
customers will visit the nearest shop or travel some distance to a shopping
centre or a supermarket. Food quality can deteriorate rapidly in adverse
weather conditions in a manner which, of course, will vary from food to
food.
Firms concerned with building and construction require forecasts
specific to certain operations. The weather can influence significantly
the ability to concrete, to use mechanical diggers, to spread bitumen on
roads, to operate tall cranes etc.
In agriculture current and forecast meteorological information can be
used to help farmers decide what should be done on a particular day. For
example if the ground is not fit for ploughing now then when will it be
fit? Is there a need to irrigate and, if so, by how much? Are conditions
right for the propagation of disease and, if so, when will be a suitable
time to treat for the disease or pest? At what stage is the growth of
certain plants? What yield is going to be obtained from a certain crop?
Will there be a need to heat glasshouses tonight?
Is produce going to
deteriorate in store?
Is any action needed to ensure, say, that seed
potatoes in store will reach a satisfactory state of development for
planting in the spring?
The increasing complexity of modern life, the greater sophistication
of agriculture, the tighter profit margins under which industry and
commerce have to operate all lead to the need for better and more informed
decisions to be made. Good and informed meteorologically based advice may
make the difference between success and failure or profit and loss. Indeed,
in many operational activities the sensitivity of the work to
meteorological advice may be more important than the sensitivity to the
weather itself.
Before trying to persuade a potential user to take a
meteorological service some consideration should be given to the ability of
the user to respond by taking remedial or corrective action.
Post Mortem
There is often need to know what the weather was in some historical
sense. This can be for the monitoring of certain operations, for example
to determine whether or not a contractor on a construction project is
keeping up to schedule or whether delays occurring are avoidable or not.
There may be questions of assessment of design criteria. For example, is
the amount of fuel being used to heat a building in accordance with that
expected given the size of the heating plant, the aspect and design of the

building? Specific knowledge regarding the weather can be required to
answer questions on a wide range of legal and insurance matters. Manyweather consultants in the United States refer to themselves as forensic
meteorologists and, while this term is not used in many other countries, it
does indicate that meteorologists can have a role to play in helping to
reconstruct events that have occurred.
Summary
From the above it can be seen that there are very few activities upon
which meteorology does not have a bearing or the execution of which cannot
benefit in some way by meteorological advice. What is apparent is that the
variety of meteorological input is very great and unlikely to be fully
understood, and often not understood at all, by non-meteorologists. This
problem can be tackled in two ways. Either potential users can be educated
in the application of meteorology to their problems or meteorologists can
be educated to comprehend the requirements of users and their principal
problems.
In some cases the first approach is appropriate, for example
aviators and mariners have a reasonably good appreciation of the benefits
of taking meteorological advice and the penalties of not doing so. Even
here there are probably some instances where operations could be undertaken
more efficiently or more effectively given the application of appropriately
tailored meteorological advice. In other cases, for example in the field
of
civil engineering, there can be considerable meteorological input
particularly at the design stages of projects but often in a somewhat
mechanistic way by reference to handbooks or standard formulae. There is a
tendency for civil engineers working upon the design of structures to use
standard meteorological input for such factors as wind loading, temperature
limits, rainfall penetration etc. In many cases this might be the best
advice but there must be others where more specific advice would be of
benefit.
In any many other walks of life the potential users have
insufficient scientific background or understanding to know what informed
meteorological advice could do for them or their work.
In many areas of trade or commerce the 'weather' is simply accepted as
another unknown, another variable against which some money may be put as a
contingency or against which there must be some slack in the system. This
can be the case particularly, for example, with sales of goods and customer
behaviour. Better knowledge of the weather relationships in these cases
can help manufacturers, suppliers and retailers to plan their production,
their distribution of goods, their tactical advertising and their sales
strategy to good advantage.
In addition to the concept of weather sensitivity some thought must
also be given to the sensitivity of the customer or user to weather
services.
Indeed, from the point of view of the paying customer the
critical question may well not be whether or not he loses money because of
the weather but can he save money by using meteorological advice. The
meteorologist has to give attention to this important issue and consider on
a market by market or. customer by customer basis just how an appropriate
service can be provided to meet a specific need.

Chapter 3
Provision of Services
Ways in
forecasts or
needs, the
available to

which meteorological services, whether of data, data analyses,
other advice, are disseminated depend upon the customer, his
technology available at his disposal and the technology
the provider of the meteorological service.

In the simplest case, when reports are prepared providing some
specific advice, such as a design or feasibility study requiring
meteorological input, then use of hardcopy is the obvious and, perhaps,
only sensible choice. In many other cases, depending upon the nature of
the service, the interaction of the NMS with other meteorological
organisations, the degree of operational urgency to which the service
relates then there can be good reason to use some automated or
semi-automated methods of dissemination and production.
Under
the
auspices
of
WMO
international
meteorological
telecommunications are relatively advanced technologically and National
Meteorological Services generally, whether in developed or developing
countries, are usually fairly near the forefront of data handling and
processing.
Meteorologists thus tend to think of automated data
transmissions, computer to computer links and of the transfer of data in
machineable form whether off-line or on-line. There is, however, less
acceptance of such techniques among many users and traditional methods of
communication by letter, word of mouth direct or on the telephone are
likely to dominate for some Meteorological Services to many of the
customers and for many Meteorological Services to certain customers.
In addition to methods of information dissemination there are also
considerations of the form of the information to be provided. Does the
customer wish to be presented with some general or specific meteorological
advice or does he want to have such advice translated into terms relevant
to these needs? Does a farmer wish to know what the weather conditions
have been for the past few days or will be for the next in terms of
meteorological parameters such as temperature, rainfall, relative humidity,
sunshine etc or does he really want to know about the quality of his grass
or the necessity to spray his potatoes for blight? Does a power generating
authority require a forecast of temperature and wind for the next few days
or does it really wish to know how much power will be needed and whether or
not a power station can be shut down for maintenance?
Methods of data provision are likely to be determined by what the
customer or user can accept or wishes to accept. However it must be noted
that users are very often concerned with costs and a labour intensive
method of information dissemination may be very expensive both in terms of
costs for the Meteorological Service and for the customer. The use of
Information Technology and the resultant long term reduction in costs might
well mean that automation can be introduced into both product generation
and dissemination.
IT can allow the often expensive human costs to be
reduced, it can allow more services to be produced at little or no extra
cost to the provider of services and it can free human effort for work
where human input and judgement might be used to advantage.

In some countries methods of service provision begin with the
dissemination of basic meteorological data and forecasts from the NMS to
other organisations who act as the interface with the user. These other
organisations may simply pass on the NMS products as received or they may
provide some added value. The ways in which the NMS is funded for such
basic data provision is clearly a matter of political judgement in the
country concerned. Where this use of other organisations is the way of
working then the NMS, in order to keep its own costs down, will probably
wish, to provide either broadcast output to the separate users or, and
perhaps additionally, may wish to provide access in an interactive fashion
for the other organisations into the NMS data bases of current data,
historical data and predictive data.
Table 1 lists, for various customer groups, the types of use of the
information by the customer, the types of service provided and suggestions
for the appropriate communications medium.
The customer list is by no
means exhaustive and the other entries are by no means definitive. The
table is intended to be illustrative in a general guidance sense.

CHAPTER M
Economic Considerations
As stated in the introduction, National Meteorological Services
generally provide primary services including the production or provision of
basic forecasts and climatological services. The adding of further value by
tailoring services to the specific needs of individual customers or market
sectors may occur within the NMS, entirely outside the NMS or by a
combination of both. Whichever is the case in any particular country the
trend is likely to be for an increasingly commercial approach to the
pricing of services.
Whereas in the past governments have often
effectively subsidised users of weather services, increasing demand upon
services provided by governments in general and upon weather services in
particular will almost certainly lead to changes in attitude. Whether
secondary services are provided by commercial firms or by the NMS the
question of allocation of limited resources is bound to arise. Whether or
not there is any private sector meteorology in a country these demands are
leading to some need to ration the responses made to demands from users. A
pricing strategy that recognises the demands made by the user upon the
provider of meteorological advice and the value of that advice to the user
can lead to rational decisions concerning the effective allocation of
resources.
In the final analysis work done for customers for meteorological
advice has to be paid for somehow and by someone. If the user does not
value the service sufficiently well to pay for it then the need can be
questioned. In some cases, of course, the national good, safety or other
such considerations may dictate that there should be funding from central
or regional government. The provison of general warning services, gale
warnings for shipping, some general public forecast services and the
maintenance of national data archives may all come within such a category.
Similarly, advice on or research into climatic change and anthropological
effects upon the atmosphere may come into this category.
How then should a meteorological service (whether national or private)
make decisions regarding allocation of resources? One passive way is for
the weather service simply to respond to demands made upon it and to charge
for services on a cost recovery basis on a first come first served basis
whithin the overall capability of the service. In the past this is what is
likely to have happened in many countries. A second way, also passive as
far as the NMS is concerned, is to provide no specific customer or market
orientated services but to let the demand for such services create a market
for exploitation by private weather consultants. This can be a good way
forward and, in the USA for example, there is a thriving commercial sector
directly concerned with the provision of weather advice.
However, the
services that weather consultants provide would be very limited were they
not to have access to NMS products and this leads to the question of
funding for the NMS. Again, in the USA situation the weather consultants
pay the NMS for the extra cost associated with the formatting and delivery
of data, data analyses and forecasts but not for the original costs of
production.
In the USA and most other countries the costs of data
acquisition, analysis and forecasts are met by central or regional
government using funds derived from taxation.
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In the situation just described there may well come a time when some
governments will wish to see the costs of even the provision of basic
services borne by those that benefit from them. In the situation that has
developed or that is developing in a number of countries where the NMS can
be a provider of both primary and secondary services then the wish of
governments to see secondary services wholely funded by those that use them
is strong. Because secondary services depend upon primary services it is
only a matter of time before some appropriate fraction of primary service
costs will be met, as a matter of government policy, by those using
secondary services. In other words primary services are a cost of the
central core of the NMS and are needed to provide services to the general
public, to aviation both civil and military, to facilitate meteorological
research and as input to secondary services.
It can, of course, be a
matter of political philosphy whether or not or to what extent the users of
secondary services should contribute through charges for those services to
the core cost of the NMS.
Faced with the need not only to cover costs but to contribute to the
core costs of the NMS secondary service providers must inevitably look for
customers who can make good economic use of such services and who,
accordingly, will be able and willing to pay commercially defensible prices
for them. This is likely to lead to the provider of secondary services
going out into the market place, perhaps in competition with other
providers of secondary services. Decisions will then have to be made as to
which sectors of the market are likely to be able to pay for services at
sufficiently high rates to cover the direct costs of their production and
to make contributions to the core cost of the NMS. Decisions will also
have to be made regarding which services can be provided economically by
the NMS to the various sectors. In other words it will be necessary to
analyse the potential markets not only in terms of their willingness to pay
for services but also in light of the strength of the NMS as the secondary
service provider.
Since the early 1970s commercial companies have developed strategic
planning techniques that enable them to consider various approaches when
considering their commercial strategies.
One of the more advanced
techniques is that developed by the General Electric Planners who have
developed a Market Attractiveness/Business Position Matrix.
This is a
formal, structured way of attempting to match the strengths of the firm
with market opportunities. The Matrix is shown in Figure 1 .
Consider, first, Market Attactiveness ie the horizontal axis. Instead
of just looking at market growth this is based on as many relevant factors
as is appropriate in a given context. It should be noted that it is the
attractiveness of the industry or a potential customer to any service
provider and not just the NMS that should be used here. Originally, General
Electric used some 20 or so factors to determine the Market Attractiveness
but it is suggested that these can be reduced to 7. The factors are
weighted in order to reflect their relative importance in commercial terms.
The various factors together with proposed weights are as follows:

11

Factor

Weight

Market size
Weather sensitivity
Accessibility
Competition
Economic vulnerability
Profitability
Market growth

3
3
2
2
2
3
1

The Business Position assessment is shown on the vertical axis of the
Matrix. Instead of using market share as the criterion a large number of
factors may be included. This is an assessment of the ability of the
meteorological service provider to operate in a given market.
Eight
possible factors with appropriate importance weightings are as follows:
Factor , ••

Weight

Reputation
Amount of Value Added
Experience of Market
Market Share
Quality of base products
Resources
Sales Ability
Distribution channels

3
3
2
2
3
2
2
2

Using the above framework the market can be analysed -segment by
segment awarding a score out of 3 for each of the above factors relating to
the Industry Attractiveness and Business Position of the service provided.
Figs 2 and 3 are suggested check lists for determining the attractiveness
of a particular potential customer and the strengths of the service
providing organisation, in this case the NMS.
A weighted mean can then be computed to get a score out of 3 for each
to give a coordinate which may be plotted on the Matrix. The position of a
market and the relative position with respect to other markets helps to
suggest the appropriate strategies of which the following are among the.
possibilities. A market sector falling within squares A of the Matrix
represent those parts of the market likely to give most return for least
effort. Most resources should be channelled into servicing these market
sub-sectors as this is where the bulk of the potential revenue is. Services
are likely to be on a personal consultancy basis with delivery direct to
the appropriate person or place as required by the customer. Promotion of
services should be to high levels within the organisations concerned and
prices could be very high.
Parts of the market sector falling in squares marked B represent those
parts which are attractive but in which the weather service providing
organisation is not very strong. In order to be able to tap the potential
revenue, resources should be directed at increasing the strength of the
service provided.
This could involve market research to find out what
products and services the market wants and will pay for and might also
involve changes in organisation to produce and distribute them efficiently.
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Services might be of a fairly standard nature with advertising to
management and through representative bodies. Typical services might be
through the post, by telephone, facsimile, etc. Prices might be in the
medium to high range.
Market sectors coming within box C are unattractive with only small
potential revenue and, although the service provider might have good
strength in this area it is probably not worthwhile spending resources on
providing services unless they can be mass-produced and distributed at low
cost.
Products would be very standard in nature, not much advertising
would be necessary, except in trade journals, distribution would be,
typically, through the post or by recorded telephone message
Market sectors falling within the boxes D of the Matrix are sectors
that are unattractive and where the service provided is very weak. As the
potential revenue is very small no resources should be spent on trying to
improve the position and the markets should be abandoned.
The following paragraphs indicate the types of results of using the
General Electric Matrix to three market areas.
Example 1
a)

Construction Industry

Large Civil Engineering Companies
Market Attractiveness

-

High

Strength of NMS

-

Medium

Civil Engineering is a very attractive market because of the very
large potential revenue and high weather sensitivity. A NMS is likely to
be fairly strong in this market because of the availability of actual,
forecast and historical information.
Further, a NMS is likely to have
experience of the kind of projects. Strength may be limited because of
finite resources and, perhaps, because the market does not fully understand
what services are possible.
Tactics should be to expand services to this market. De-luxe services
such as personal consultancies and dedicated site specific forecast
services should be offered. Promotion of services should be to high levels
in the industry. The NMS should be prepared to dedicate staff to serving
the customer.
b.
Large Construction Companies, Large and Medium Building Companies and
Professional Services (eg Architects)
Market Attractiveness

-

Medium

Strength of NMS

-

Medium

Large or medium construction and building companies constitute a
moderately strong market by nature of its large size and moderate weather
sensitivity. Although a NMS may have good experience with, for example,
design criteria the diffuse nature of the market and limited resources may
reduce strength.
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Tactics should be to expand in such a market.
Some small scale
consultancies might be offered or services above the
mass produced,
general purpose level. Promotion might be via trade journals or the use of
mail shots. Services could be provided using telex, telephone or similar.
c.

Small Building and Construction Companies
Market Attractiveness

-

Low

Strength of NMS

-

Low

Small building and construction firms do not constitute an attractive
market because of the small individual turnovers. A NMS is likely to be
weak in this sector because of the very diffuse nature of the market.
Further, because of the flexibility given by their small size such firms,
are able to redeploy their work force at short notice, from outside to
inside work for example* and so these firms are not very weather sensitive.
Tactics are likely to be passive.
Promotion may be via trade
journals, services will be of a basic standard nature at a correspondingly
low price.
Example 2 Agriculture
a)

Major Agrochemical Companies
Market Attractiveness

-

High

Strength of NMS

-

Medium

The high turnover and profitability make this an attractive market
sector together with the weather sensitivity of agrochemical applications.
The strength of a NMS is likely to be limited because of lack of- awareness
in the industry although experience in determining crop behaviour - weather
relationships should be valuable.
Tactics should be to expand with tailor made services exploiting
studies of disease - weather relationships and exploiting the ability of
numerical weather prediction models to predict temperature, rainfall, etc
quantitatively.
Promotion should be to high levels in the industry.
Personal consultancies should be offered.
b)

Farmers, Horticulturists and Market Gardeners
Market Attractiveness

-

Medium

Strength of NMS

-

Low

The size of the market and its turnover make this a fairly attractive
market. However it is difficult for a NMS to reach individual farmers and
growers in a cost effective fashion.
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Tactics should be to expand by means of some specialized services
delivered through some broadcast or mass distribution system.
Postal
services may be good enough for some products.
Advertising should be
through trade journals.
Bxample 3
a)

Retail Trade and Related Manufacturers

Large Consumer Goods Retailer (including food)
Market Attractiveness

-

High

Strength of NMS

-

Medium

This is a market with a very high turnover with many highly weather
sensitive products including ice cream, soft drinks, soups, winter or
summer clothes and bottled gas. The ability to use standard statistical
packages, even on small desk top computer systems, to relate weather to
sales of specific products should be increasing the strength of the NMS in
this area.
Tactics should be to expand by means of tailored services and personal
consultancies charging high rates for high quality products.
Promotion
should be at high levels in the firms concerned.
b)

Small Consumer Goods Retailers
Market Attractiveness

-

Low

Strenght of NMS

-

Low

This market is unattractive because of the low turnover of individual
shops and the difficulty in distributing forecast services to them. The
effort involved in providing services to the sector is likely to outweigh
greatly any revenue received.
This market will get its meteorological
advice from general public service broadcasts on radio or television.
Tactics should be to do nothing, insofar as they are concerned with
the weather those managing such businesses will use the free or broadcast
public services.
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Chapter 5
Experiences of Member Countries
The main terms of reference of the Rapporteur
specified at CC1-IX are contained in DECIDES 1(a) and (f)
Res 11 of that Commission. These were (a)
To study and review
the types of
requirement for each known area of application.

as
of
user

and
(f)
To study and make proposals on suitable
ways
of
increasing
the awareness of
the
authorities,
professionals and the general public on the
usefulness
of meteorological services.
To do either
in the detail implied by taking the
text
literally would be enormous and never ending tasks.
This
report has, thus, been written largely in generalities
and
has tried to give advice based to a great extent on the
experience of the United Kingdom Meteorological Office.
In
this case the NMS is being directed by Government to
recover
revenue for services supplied to both public and private
sectors
of
the
economy.
There
are
some
private
meteorological firms and, so, the NMS is in competition with
other professionals.
This is not a unique situation
and,
from admittedly
limited
information, a number of other
countries are in similar positions and taking
similar
actions.
As part of the current study two questionnaires
were
circulated as was a preliminary outline provided by the
Rapporteur.
The first and last were sent by WMO to all
Members and the second was sent by the Rapporteur to some
European countries where the NMS was known or thought to be
involved
in commercial activities.
The same
questionnaire
was also sent to New Zealand and Australia since
these
countries were also known to be becoming
increasingly
interested in revenue earning services. This second, limited
distribution,
questionnaire distributed
on behalf of a
marketing
consultant
was concerned
particularly
with
sponsorship of meteorological services in the sense of a firm
paying for the privilege of having its name associated with a
specific meteorological
product.
[An example might be a
recorded forecast service to meet the needs of mountain
climbers and walkers.
Such a service might not
attract
enough revenue to be viable but could continue if
supported
financially by, say, a firm making climbing equipment.
The
firm would benefit by having its name heard by all users of
the forecast.
The sponsorship would thus be a form
of
subsidy for the service to enable it to continue.]
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The questions were put as follows:
1. Does the NMS publicise service to customers?
2. If "YES" give examples.
3. Does
public?

the

NMS publicise

services

to

the

general

4. If "YES" give examples.
5.

Does the NMS charge for its services?

6.
If "YES" then does the introduction
or do
the
increases in charges affect this demand for services?
7. Does the NMS have sponsors for any of its services?
8. If "YES" give examples.
9. Does the NMS have any plans for sponsorship?
Responses received were as follows:
Australia

1.

No. May change in future.

2.
3.

No. May change in future.

4.
5.

Yes.

6.

No

A set scale of charges
evidence.

May

be

partly

because National Climate
Centre
is the only large climate
data
bank in Australia.
7.

No.

8.
9.

No plans.

GENERAL COMMENTS
Thinks idea of sponsorship is good.
Austria

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

)
)
)
)

No formal attempt to publicise
Yes.

But no charges for services

for scientific purposes.
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6.

No comment.

7.

No.

8.

-

9.

No plans.

GENERAL COMMENTS
None.
Denmark

1.
2.

Yes.
A concerte
including information
seminars
and advertising with press, radio
and TV.

3.

Yes.

4.

As Question 2.

5.

Yes.

6.

No appreciable consequences.

7.

No.

8.
9.

No.

GENERAL COMMENTS
The idea of sponsorship sounds useful and the NMS will
give it some thought, particularly as TV advertising is
to be introduced in the near future.
Federal Republic of Germany
Yes.
Symposia, lectures, guided tours,
exhibitions
aimed at
various
sections
of
industry
and
commerce.
Yes.
As 2. above.
Yes.
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Charges for data banks
are
intended to be a disciplinary
control
to deter users
from
asking for very large quantities
of
data.
No
evidence
of
customers
refusing
to
take
services, on the contrary, some
increases are occurring.
in general.

No

"Support in the calculation of
areal
precipitation".
NMS
receives "a share of receipts of
the Telephone Weather Service."
9.

Most

important

"sponsor'

is

Federal Ministry of Research
Technology.

and

GENERAL COMMENTS
Response to Question 9 suggests that the word "sponsor"
was interpreted in an alternative English sense.
Ireland

Yes.
To offshore oil and gas operators
to agrochemical companies, Milk
Board,
Building
and
Energy
Management
interests
and
Insurance Companies.
Yes.
By exhibitions, leaflets,
etc.

talks,

Yes.
Some cost conscious customers may
now try to obtain information on
the telephone in order to avoid
charges.
Yes.
Agricultural Credit Corporation
sponsored
a
book,
EEC
on
Sponsoring Videotext services.
No definite plans.
GENERAL COMMENTS
None.
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New Zealand

1.

No.

2.
3.

No.

4.
5.

Yes.

6.

A significant decrease in demand
has occurred for some services.
The implication is that some of
the
services
supplied
were
apparently of no value to the
majority of customers.

7.

Yes.

8.

Some forecast
services
are
sponsored
by a
local
radio
station and a light engineering
firm.

9.

A major deal for a telephone
weather
service
is
being
prepared. NZ $1M (US
$0.5M) is involved.

GENERAL COMMENTS
A marketing group has been formed and is formulating a
marketing plan that will include a publicity programme.
Charging for services has resulted in services being
produced in a form required and usable by the user.
Portugal

1.

Yes.

2.

To
National
Airlines
and
Aeronautical
Authority
for
publications related to tourism.

3.

Yes.

4.

By general exposure in the media
of press and broadcasting.
By
production of films and videos.

5.

Yes.

6.

For specific written requests.

7.

No.

8.
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Yes. Possibility of sponsorship
for TV bulletin.
GENERAL COMMENTS
None.
Sweden

1.

In principle - No.

2.

However, contacts with commercial
customers are often by personal
knowledge. Otherwise the NMS may
direct information on
weather
services towards those considered
to need such services.

3.

No.

4.
5.

Yes.

6.

Charges are normally accepted if
kept "within reasonable limits".
Charge increases for
existing
customers may cause protests.

7.

No.

8.
9.

No specific
discussion.

plans

but

under

GENERAL COMMENTS
The answer given to Question 7 was "Yes in the meaning
that organisations may be those who are paying the
bill".
This is probably use of the word sponsor in an
alternative (in English) sense.
Switzerland

1.

No.

2.
3.

No.

4.
5.

Yes

6.

No.

7.

No.

8.
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9.

No.

GENERAL COMMENTS
Co-operation between meteorological services, private
firms and institutes is good and the specific work of
each is well defined. No need is seen for privatisation
and no possibility for sponsors to finance a national
service.
That would be dangerous for the political
economy.
United Kingdom
1.

Yes.

2.

Advertisements,
lectures,
exhibitions, mail shots, direct
approaches etc. to sections of
industry and commerce.

3.

Yes.

4.

General advertising,
etc.

5.

Yes.

6.

Some reaction
increases.

7.

Yes.

8.

A telephone forecast service was
sponsored by a yachting magazine.
A service of agrometeorological
information was sponsored by an
agrochemical company

9.

Shortly the NMS will be selecting
sponsors
for
radio
and
TV
forecasts.

brochures,

against

price

GENERAL COMMENTS
The NMS is being encouraged to recover the economic cost
of providing services. In some cases (eg. local radio),
the customer cannot afford the prices and to find an
advertising sponsor may be our solution.
The WMO questionnaire sent to all Members asked about
ways in which NMS capabilities and services are made known to
potential users. The questions put were as follows:
a)

How are the capabilities/services of the
various applied fields made known?
brochures and information pamphlets
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NMS

in

radio and TV
press releases
workshops and seminars
other, please specify
b)

Defining operational applied climatology as "the
use of current or near real-time meteorological
data and information to aid in the making of
operational
or
tactical decisions
that
are
happening now or will happen in the near future",
cite examples of the use of operational climatology
techniques in the various applied fields.

Some 78 replies were received.
The interpretation put upon
the second question was extremely varied and no systematic
analysis of the answers could easily be made.
However, the
replies are summarised briefly here.
Publicity
The great majority of Members responding indicated that
services were publicised by means of brochures, information
leaflets, press releases and workshops or seminars.
Some
members used radio or TV for this purpose.
Also mentioned
were attendance at exhibitions, the giving of talks or
lectures, conducted tours to the NMS or its offices, directed
advertising (mail shots), articles in specialist magazines
(eg. for Civil Engineering, Agriculture, etc).
Services provided
Many members interpreted the questionnaire as including
the use of meteorological information for planning and design
as well as the operational applied climatology referred to by
WMO. Included in the planning/design applications were:
Agricultural planning - decisions upon what crops
to grow in a certain area, how large to make
irrigation equipment, how or where to grow trees to
provide windbreaks, for example.
Building Design - meteorological information or
advice for wind loading,
air conditioning or
central
heating
requirements,
insulation,
ventilation.
Drainage
cities.

Planning

- size of drains in

towns

and

Forest Fire - index of probability
Fuel consumption
storage of fuel.

-

strategy
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for

purchase

and

V-

Insurance - verification of claims,
risk for determination of premiums.

assessment

of

Legal - weather statements to verify
witness
statements, to help ascertain time of death, to
help apportion blame in accident litigation, etc.
Pollution control - design of chimney stacks.
Power station siting - (partially
pollution
control)
Nuclear
Hydro-electric, Hydrocarbon burning,
solar energy.

related
to
stations,
wind powered

Weather
Sensitivity - sales of goods,
human
behaviour, construction/manufacturing output.
Where-to-live
infirm.

queries - advice to the

elderly

or

Operational or near real time applications of data listed
Members included:

by

Agricultural Applications - crop yield forecasts,
plant growth stage monitoring, plant and animal
disease advice, fertiliser application, irrigation
needs, silage making/use of grass for grazing,
start/finish of rainy season, pest control, soil
erosion.
Energy - Monitoring of fuel use/needs.
Forestry - Fire risk.
Hydrology - River management, flood warnings, water
balance calculations, reservoir yield, run off from
melting snow.
Pollution
trajectories.

Oil

spill

and

air

pollution

Retail, Trade & Manufacturing - sales prediction,
food storage, future markets,
distribution of
products.
Transport - Road/Rail operations, ship routeing.
In response to the circulation by WMO of the preliminary
outline of guidance material by the rapporteur much interest
was shown by Members and many helpful comments received. Some
particular points are listed below.
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Belgium - has initiated a market analysis asking
professional organisations about their use
of
meteorological information, sources of the data and
preferred methods of communications.
Bulgaria - in the most detailed reply received,
emphasised the need for meetings with users of
meteorological advice and particular reference to
road maintenance in winter but also including
agriculture, energy production.
Climatological
summary
information
is
provided
through
publications or in the form of specific services.
Summaries 'are provided to the State Insurance
Institute (44%) construction companies (16%), legal
bodies and individuals (11%) and the rest to
research institutes, agriculture, tourism etc.
35
climatic studies have been carried out over the
past 10 years for construction design, electric
power production, environment protection, radio and
television
broadcasting,
agriculture,
etc.
Assessments have also been made of atmosphere
resources and the economic effects of their use.
Colombia - referred to the need to ensure that
users were aware of the scope and content of the
data available.
Czechoslovakia - stated that meteorological and
climatological services are only provided by the
Hydroraeteorological
Institutes in
Prague
and
Bratislava. Real time information and forecasts to
the public, transport, shipping, power, agriculture
etc organisations are usually free.
Non-real time
information is mostly paid for.
Denmark - has recently set up a database containing
observations and data summaries.
Access to the
database is on a commercial basis.
A seminar has
been held with potential users.
Ivory
Coast - stressed that,
in
developing
countries such as the Ivory Coast, there was a need
for help and advice from WMO and CCI to ensure that
publicity
material could be disseminated
via
broadcasting media and the press.
Japan
- described the role of the
Japanese
Meteorological
Agency
(the
NMS)
and
its
relationship with JMA-authorised firms of which
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Japan Weather Association is one of the leaders.
JWA makes information services available through a
Meteorological Information Comprehensive
Online
Service to contracted customers in various fields,
eg. transport, construction etc.
An automated
system collects data from unmanned weather stations
for central processing within JMA.
Data are then
despatched to users including JWA.
New
Zealand
- described the way
in
which
meteorological data (eg. temperature, rainfall) or
derived parameters (eg. soil moisture deficit,
degree
days) can be combined
regionally
or
nationally
to
refer to various
aspects
of
agriculture.
Areal values of temperature weighted
by the number of sheep in an area or the number of
hectares of cereal can be used as economic or
performance indicators relevant to sheep or wheat
etc.
Saudi Arabia - commended the use of a centralised
data base system with multiple user access.
Sudan - stressed the need for mutual understanding
between user and meteorologist. An example of an
unexpected user need was for soil temperatures at
various depths in connection with an
enquiry
related to planning an underground oil piping
system. The Sudan Met Service is being transformed
into an independent institution outside the control
of the Ministry of Finance. The service has to pay
for
all
its
operational
and
development
requirements.
There will be a need to have
legislation to ensure that the Met Department can
have a monopoly of customer services to ensure tht
customers pay for and support the provision of
meteorological advice and services.
USSR - noted the need to be able to provide
information
and advice on climatic change
especially anthropogenic effects.
The need to
evaluate climatic factors and effects on
the
economy was noted with particular reference to the
consequences of disregarding climatic information.
The need to refer to ways in which climatological
information could be applied to practical problems
was noted as also was the need to define or
describe the methods of data supply to users.
There was a suggestion that international climatic
standards for building and construction should be
reviewed. The need was noted to define statistical
methods whereby basic (meteorological) information
can be transformed into specialised advice.
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The United Kingdom - operates in a "mixed economy"
with private weather consultants competing with the
NMS.
Much attention has been given to defining a
trading plan and identifying those sectors of the
market likely to generate significant revenue.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Recommendations for Further Work
There are great variations from country to country
in
the ways
in which meteorological advice, in its many
and
varied forms, can be provided to the end user.
Although
there is no universal pattern it is apparent that, in an
increasing number of Member Couritries, there are
pressures
upon National Meteorological Services to make potential users
of meteorological advice aware of the many services on offer.
In
many cases these pressures arise because
of
the
requirement of the NMS to earn revenue in order to cover
all
or part of its operating costs.
The Rapporteur has tried to
give a broad overview of the problems bearing in mind
the
different
conditions set upon NMS by
their
national
governmental authorities and the differences between
highly
developed and industrialised nations on the one hand and
developing, often very rural countries on the other.
In all cases there are needs for publicity
regarding
meteorological advice and services to a wide audience both in
the
user community and,
within the general area
of
Government.
There is a need for education of
specialists
among the users as well as the providers of the benefits from
taking meteorological
advice.
It is noted that, while
weather sensitivity needs recognition it may be even more
important to understand the concept of sensitivity to weather
services.
If meteorological services, whether National or private,
are to achieve revenue targets or market penetration then
it
will
be necessary
to quantify,
however crudely,
the
relationships
between
the needs of the
market,
the
willingness of the market to pay for advice, the ability
of
the meteorological service to meet those needs and the cost
of so doing.
One method has been proposed by which
the
relevant information can be formalised for analysis.
Finally, the experiences of a number of Member Countries
have been summarised and some specific comments listed
to
indicate the degree of commercial pressure now being
exerted
on NMSs.
It is difficult to provide advice on techniques
of
service provision, ways in which the market sector can be
approached or charging rationale of applicability
to all
countries.
Future work might consist of trying
to group
countries together in terms of their industrial development,
their procedures for funding their meteorological service
or
the relative roles of private and public
meteorological
services.
Having determined such groupings it might then be
possible to study specific types of users or potential
users
of meteorological advice.
However, in the opinion of the
Rapporteur, a more fruitful way forward is likely to be
for
individual NMS wishing to provide services on a commercial
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basis
to employ sales or marketing
consultants
with
experience
in other sectors of the particular
national
economy.
It is probable that experiences
in one
Member
Country will not translate easily, certainly not in detail,
to another although some lessons and some general
guidance
will no doubt be relevant.
-It is recommended that the Secretary-General of WMO be
asked to take steps to ensure that material
is
available
giving examples of the application of meteorological
advice
to national (ie. public sector) and private (ie. business,
commerce, industrial sectors) organisations. It is suggested
that such material could be produced by representatives
of
various Commissions
of WMO eg. Agriculture,
Hydrology,
Climatology, Marine working in concert. The representatives
would necessarily
be drawn
from those Member
Countries
subject
to these commercial pressures and might
usefully
include experts with experience of working in countries where
the meteorological data base has shortcomings or where
there
are particular problems
in communicating
to the
various
sectors of the economy the benefits to be derived
from a
systematic application of meteorology.
Useful
further work could be to collate examples
of
different forms of publicity and marketing of
meteorological
services or products.
Of course, what is successful in one
country may not work in another but much might be gained
by
sharing experiences.
It will be useful to study how private
sector
meteorological
firms advertise
their
products.
Because publicity will be to Governments and to national
or
State owned industries as well as to the private sector it is
going to be necessary
to quantify the benefits
to
the
national economy
of taking meteorological
advice or
the
penalties in not doing so.
On a smaller scale it will
also
be necessary to be able to demonstrate cost-benefit
figures
to private sector firms.
Perhaps the main
lesson for NMS having
to
develop
commercial services is that it is essential to give
priority
to those customers able and willing to pay for advice.
This
may
mean
having
to discontinue
some
services
that
meteorologists
like to provide. Obviously services for
the
national benefit, particularly
those giving warnings
of
severe weather cannot come into this category.
However,
in
the event of a NMS having to recover all of its costs
from
services provided to customers there would, very clearly,
be
a strong case to ensure adequate government funds
for
such
essential services.
Another lesson that NMS will learn is that there is no
merit in providing services at a higher level than a user
needs for the execution of his business. First, the customer
is unlikely to pay for a higher quality product than he needs
and, secondly,
the effort is more likely
to be
gainfully
employed on other work.
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3.0

c

A

A

D

B

A

D

B

B

2.35

NMS
STRENGTH
1.75

0.75
0.75

1.75

2.35

MARKET ATTRACTIVENESS

Fig 1. Market Attractiveness/NMS Strength Matrix
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3.0

Market Attractiveness
Factor

Rating of the Market Sector

Weight

Score
Low = 1

Medium = 2

High = 3

1 . Market size

3

over £1M

between £1M and £20K

less than £20K

2.

Wx-sensitivity

3

v. WX-sensitive

rood. Wx-sensitive

slightly Wx-sensitive

3.

Accessibility.

2

v. accessible

mod. accessible

difficult to get at

4.

Market growth

1

growing quickly

growing slowly

not growing

5.

Competition

2

low competition

mod. competition

high competition

6.

Profitability

3

v. profitable

mod. profitable

not profitable

7.

Econ. vuln'ity

2

not vulnerable

mod. vulnerable

v. vulnerable

Total

Weighted average

16

-

(Total of weighted score

Fig 2.

16)

Assessment of Market Attractiveness

Rating

Wtd.score=(1)x(2)

.

Score

Rating (How good is NMS in Market sector)
Strength
Factor

Weight
v. good = 3

mod . = 2

fair = 1

bad = 0

1 . Reputation

3

v. good reputation

good

fair

bad

2. Base product

3

v. good product

good

fair

poor

3. Value added

3

v. good added value

good

fair

poor

H. Resources

2

unlimited resources

plentiful

some

v. few

5. Experience (of the
market place)

2

v. great experience

mod.

some

none

6. Sales ability

2

v. great ability

.mod.

fair

none

7. Market share

2

v. large share

quite large

medium

low

8. Distribution

2

v. good network

good

moderate

poor

ro

Total

Weighted average

19
-

(Total of weighted score

Fig 3-

19)

Assessment of NMC strength in a given market

Rating

Weighted score=(1)x(2)

CUSTOMER

Fanners and Growers

Agrochemical and
Fertiliser firms.
Farming consultants.

Land Transport
organisations.

APPLICATION

INFORMATION PROVIDED

COMMUNICATION MEDIUM

Work planning and
scheduling. Tactical
decision making
Irrigation.

General and site specific weather
forecasts. Quantitative forecasts of
temperature, rainfall etc. Actual
and forecast values of industry specifi<
indices, eg for disease, pests and
fertiliser application. Results of
crop growth models using actual and
forecast meteorological data. Evaporation and évapotranspiration
calculation.

Strategic

Analyses of growing conditions,
Written reports
Development of 'cropgrowth climatology'
by running models with historical data.
Analyses of irrigation needs by running
évapotranspiration models with
historical data.

decisions

Telephone - discussion with
forecaster.
Telephone-pre-recorded message
Telex, routine or request/reply.
Viewdata/Teletext.
Computer links.

Crop growth modelling and
monitoring. Advice on
pest and disease control.
Farm management advice.

Actual and forecast weather data.
Computer to computer links
Actual and forecast values of pest,
Viewdata/teletext
disease and growth indices etc.
Telephone etc.
Output from agrometeorological models eg crop growth.

To be able to take action
in anticipation of adverse
weather. Planning of
maintenance work.

Short period forecasts related to
the operation of road or rail
system eg ice on roads or rail, snow,
visibility, cross winds etc.

Planning and design of
road and rail systems.
Detailed planning of road
or rail routes. Advice
on location of ice, fog, or
wind sensing equipment.

Climatologically based studies of
the relevant parameters.
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NOTES

Many farmers are not advanced technologically and prefer
oral or written communication.
Viewdata/teletext systems or computer to computer links with
on farm microcomputers are likely to gain acceptance
slowly.
Dissemination of advice to farmers tends to be a slow and
cumbersome process. Consideration should be given to the
use of intermediaries.

There will probably be a need to develop climatologies
specific to individual crops and processes ie a need to
combine climatological data with biological and evaporation
models.

This group will be generally more advanced technologically
than farmers and may act as retailers of weather services
or information supplied by a National Meteorological
Service. The sizes of individual businesses are often
quite large and this may ease the obtaining of adequate
revenue for services provided. The organisations themselves
may not have much computing power and it may be that the
running of crop growth models would best be undertaken by
the NMS.

Automated communication and
product generation systems should
be used as far as possible
because of the need for rapid
action in case of bad weather.
For maintenance work slower forms
of communication may suffice

The large and growing traffic volumes in many countries
are leading to increased demands for meteorological advice
tailored to meet the needs of transport authorities.

Typically by means of written
report.

Road schemes, especially in developed countries, often
lead to adverse impact upon human beings and the
environment. Therefore choices have to be made and
differences of opinion resolved concerning arguments for
and against various routes. Proneness to adverse weather
might be an important factor uaed by those objecting
to a particular route or those arguing for a route.

CUSTOMER

Civil Engineers

APPLICATION

Design of structures
planning of construction
phase.

Construction

Energy Industry

COMMUNICATION MEDIUM

INFORMATION PROVIDED

Extreme value analyses and frequency
distributions of meteorological
parameters. Analysis of spells of good
and bad weather relevant to specific
operations to enable estimates of likely
time loss.

Site specific forecasts. Forecasts
relevant to specific operations eg
use of tall cranes, concreting, painting
black topping of roads. Actual data for
monitoring progress and determining
reason for delays.

Generally by means of written
reports. Sometimes on a
computer medium such as diskette

Text, tables and graphical display of data are required by
the customer. Some software packages are becoming available
to use on PCs to produce climatological design data. May be
a need to monitor sites with automatic weather station for
short periods to get comparison with nearby long period
stations.

Telephone, Telex etc. Perhaps
viewdata/teletext or computer
links.

Ideally site managers wish to have instant contact with a
forecaster. Personal discussion may be required.

Written reports, or via computer
links or diskette.

Actual data should be presented in forms relevant to specific
operations eg winds above thresholds for tower cranes etc.
May be necessary to put automatic weather station on site.

Written reports or tape/diskette

Data provided should détermine design of structures, help
to estimate likely time loss and probability of weather
windows.

Exploration offshore

Design/planning data of wind, sea state
especially and general weather
parameters.

Alternative Energy

Frequency distribution of wind, sunshine,
Written reports or computer form
radiation, waves etc. Analyses of
x tape/diskette.
spells of weather when energy will or
will not be generated at certain levels

Cost - benefit studies, feasibility studies are the end
product to which meteorological data are a prime input.

Management of production
by assessment of demand
and, perhaps, ability to
produce ( if using
alternative sources of
energy)

Forecasts of temperature, wind etc.
Forecasts of degree-days for up to one
week.

Emphasis on quantitative forecasts. Forecasts can
determine maintenance strategy for next few days ie whether
or not a power station can be taken out of production.

Monitoring of needs/use
of energy.

Actual values of temperature, wind,
sun etc.
Actual values of degree-days.

Ditto

Demand forecasting
stock control and supply.
Advertising tactics.

Weather sensitivity analyses in
which sales or demand are related
to weather.

Written reports. Computer medium.

Need to determine whether and what significant relationships
exist that can be used to provide subsequent service. Also
useful for examination of effects of advertising campaigns
or change of product. In such analyses it is necessary to
eliminate effects (ie noise in the signal) created by weather.

Telex,Docfax, computer links.

Sensitivity analyses used with quantitative predictions of
meteorological parameters.

\

Retail and
Manufacturing
Industries

Telex, Docfax. Telephone,
I Computer links.

Sales or demand prediction
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CUSTOMER

Lega^ and
Insurance Companies.

Radio/TV Companies.

Newspapers.
Other distribution
systems.

APPLICATION

COMMUNICATION MEDIUM

INFORMATION PROVIDED

Written report or letter,
perhaps computer generated.
Text or tables of weather
summaries.

To subtantiate evidence
in court or to help
determine a sequence of
events associated with
a criminal investigation
or civil litiga'tion.
To substantiate or
refute
claims for
damage or loss made to
insurance companies.

Statements for use in court or to
substantiate claims, quoting weather
reports.
Opinions based upon weather data and
inferences at locations where
no data are available.
Advice on effects of weather.

To determine risk or
probability of events
occurring.

Analysis of extreme values or
frequency of single elements or
multi-element.

Written report. Computer medium
such as diskette.

Broadcast, printed or
otherwise disseminated
weather information for
general public use.

Scripts for use by broadcasters or
in the press. Mainly general area
forecasts. Some actual data for well
known locations.
Weather charts either in conventional
isobar form or in semi-pictorial
form.

Telex facsimile, computerlinks.

Computer links or diskette.

NOTES

Individual services are labour intensive to provide by NKS.
It may be more effective to allow direct access to
computerised climate data bases by weather consultants.
Investigation may come into the category of forensic
meteorology.

Text in hard copy is often needed but must be available
with minimum of delay to meet publication or broadcasting
deadlines. Increasing emphasis on use of satellite imagery,
computer graphics, radar rainfall displays. Increasing
sophistication of TV technology will determine display
techniques.
Although forecasts obtained through those means are often
free or available at a low price to the end user the.
original provider can often command a high price from
the distributor or broadcaster.

Table 1

Some customer areas, needs

'or services, type of information produced by meteorologists and likely Commun!Ration medium.
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REPORT OF THE RAPPORTEUR ON NEW APPROACHES FOR OPERATIONAL AND PLANNING
PURPOSES IN THE AREAS OF APPLICATIONS

(D.W. PhiLLips)

Introduction
1.
At its ninth session, the Commission for Climatology urged national
meteorological services to improve the usefulness and effectiveness of
their applications services. Furthermore, the Commission recognized that
application activities have traditionally assisted those making long-term,
strategic planning decisions. For many operational purposes, new approaches
are needed to tailor climate services and short-term specialized weather
forecasts to meet the requirements of specific and, in many cases, quite
different applications from those requiring information for long-term
planning. In recognizing this development, the Commission for Climatology
appointed Mr. D.W. Phillips (Canada) as Rapporteur on New Approaches for
Operational and Planning Purposes in the Areas of Applications with the
following terms of reference (see Resolution 12 (CCL-IX)).
(a)

To prepare a survey on the type of specialized weather forecasts
according to the field of application, keeping in mind differences in
climates;

(b)

To prepare a review of the needs in various climate regions for considering climate in planning activities regarding specific areas of
applications ;

(c)

To maintain through the WMO Secretariat close co-operation with
appropriate working groups and rapporteurs of CCI and other technical
commissions.

2.
This report is a summary of the rapporteur's work during the three-year
intersession and it covers the following topics:
(a)

Renewed Emphasis in Applied Climatology;

(b)

Climate Applications for Long-Term Planning;

(c)

Operational Applied Climatology;

(d)

New Approaches in Climate Services;

(e)

Responding to Changes in Applied Climatology;

(f)

Recommendations ;

(g)

Appendices: 1. Examples of Operational Uses of Climatology;
2. Selected Applications Technology for Use In CLICOM

Renewed Emphasis in Applied Climatology
3.
Climate applications may be defined as the knowledge of how to apply
climate information and data for the use of humankind. It includes both
long-term consultative and operational activities and has been widely used
in solving social, economic and environmental problems.
4.
The practice of applying the knowledge and information about climatology began nearly 50 years ago during World War II when both government and
industry first recognized that weather forecasting was not the only valuable
service that could be provided by meteorological services and that climate
information, tailored for specific applications, might be of great value at
national, regional and local levels in planning (Thomas, 1981).
5.
Since then, climate knowledge has been profitably applied to a broad
range of activities. The sectors of most interest are scientific research
and the resources, food, water and energy. Users have long sought scientific
and technical information derived from historical and statistical climate
archives for planning the location and design of many types of facilities,
such as irrigation systems, water reservoirs and hydro-electric transmission
corridors. These applications have expanded rapidly in recent years in response both to the availability of climate data and to the requirements for
more extensive and detailed planning activities. Today forestry, fisheries,
construction, manufacturing and transportation also rank high on the list of
climate-sensitive activities.
6.
Only a few decades ago applications climatology was confined almost
completely to government departments. Today its practice is highly dispersed
and involves government, universities and the private sector; and nongovernment involvement is growing rapidly. Climate is being monitored and
used in the same time-frame as the weather because of modern communications
and modelling techniques. The increased availability and unprecedented ease
of use of climate data has stimulated interest and acceptance. Climate data
are no longer reserved just for those classifying climates, writing regional
climatologies or working with climate data in government laboratories.
7.
In the three years since CC1-IX met in Geneva, the stature of climatology world-wide has risen. Public attention has focused on climate change
and all the implications that enhanced warming will have for humankind.
Members will surely report that there has been a substantial increase in the
number of users and the quality of uses for climate data and information.
8.
Within the World Meteorological Organization, climate applications has
received considerable attention. Of the total number of CCI rapporteurs,
either as individuals or as members of working groups - 39 in all - there
are 26 with applications-related terms of reference. In addition, there are
many other rapporteurs with responsibilities for practical applications in
CAg, CHy and CMM and in each of the six WMO Regional Associations.
9.
Further, in the last four years, several WMO bodies have made decisions
that reflect the importance of applied climatology for the work of the
Organization. A number of these are:
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(a)

the decision by EC-XXXVI to hold the next world-wide Symposium on
Education and Training on the theme of the optimal use of meteorological information and products by all potential users;

(b)

the decision at CAg-IX that the practical application of operational
agrometeorology and its economic importance should be the main thrust
during the 1987-1990 intersession and that all activities under the
Agricultural Meteorology Programme should contribute towards that
objective;

(c)

the proposal endorsed by EC to convene a world conference immediately
after EC-XLII on Climate Change and the Modern World including two
important subjects for discussion, viz. the economic benefits from
climate applications, and user requirements;

(d)

in March 1990, before the Second World Climate Conference, there will
be a WMO Technical Conference on the Economic and Social Benefits of
Meteorological and Hydrological Services to be held in Geneva;

(e)

at its August 1987 meeting, CCI's Advisory Working Group gave particular attention to activities of the WCAP, reiterating the importance
of promoting applications climatology, of soliciting user requirements
and of establishing dialogues between users and providers. It also
emphasized the need to focus the Second World Climate Conference
planned for Spring 1990 on the opportunities presented through sound
application of meteorology and climatology;

(f)

the proposal by the President of CCI that the main theme of CC1-X
should be operational climatology with an emphasis on the provision
of climate services to the various sectors of the economy and to
governments (Circular Letter, 24 August 1988).

10. CCI should aggressively promote the applications of climatology within
all WMO bodies and in other UN agencies. Among the opportunities that exist
for promoting applications work are:
(a)

include the topic of applications climatology on the agenda and curricula of seminars, symposia, workshops and training courses;

(b)

nominate more applied climatologists for the WMO Research Award for the
Encouragement of Young Scientists;

(c)

urge WMO bodies and other UN agencies to consider more fellowships and
missions with applied meteorology objectives;

(d)

identify rapporteurs in Regional Associations and Commissions having
terms of reference in applications and encourage them to correspond;

(e)

regularly choose a special application in meteorology as a theme for
WMO Day;
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(f) publish a popularized "glossy" booklet on the economic benefits of
applying climate knowledge;
(g) re-open the possibility of preparing a Guide to Applications of
Meteorology, first proposed at COSAMC-VT. However, on the basis that
the present state of development of knowledge is not "mature enough for
a Guide", COSAMC-VlI decided not to proceed. Twelve years later, we
should ask: Is a guidebook on applications appropriate now?

Climate Applications for Long-Term Planning
11. Traditionally, historical and statistical climate data drawn from climatological records are needed mainly for strategic planning and long-term
investment, engineering design, and policy formulation for weather-sensitive
activities. Data are used in major capital investments, such as the construction of irrigation and flood-control systems, the design of housing and
building, the siting and design of recreational facilities, the building of
airports and runways, and the development of frontier lands and seas. Here
climate over long-range time-scales of decades to centuries or more is
relevant. The justification for climate applications lies in the significant
benefits attainable in preventing losses and in optimizing opportunities
through careful design and planning.
12.
In spite of the often-stated benefits to be derived from the proper
application of climate knowledge, few persons are aware of the enormous
potential and economic worth of using climate data and information for planning and decision-making. The relevance of climate information is often not
apparent to those who are in a position to benefit from it or to those who
approve funds for climate programs. Climate data and information are most
unglamorous to the noii-climatologist and unlikely to be supported in their
own right. Clearly what is needed is to foster among potential users an
appreciation or an acceptance for climate information. Further, we need
more studies to better assess the economic and social value of climate
applications.
13. Members need to pursue a vigorous applications programme by developing
and strengthening their capability of providing information and advice to
a variety of users. An important part of that capability is to make users
aware of the economic impact of climate and the benefits resulting from
climate applications. There is an important need to produce practical information that can be readily understood and integrated into planning and
decision-making; to identify opportunities for the productive use of climate
information in long-range planning; and to document practical examples of
the successful uses of climate information.

Climate Chapge_andJLon^Tera_Pj:annjjlg
14.
A popular dictum in climatology is that "the past is a key to the
future". From the past we can learn more about the climate system and its
interactions with society and the environment. Also, from past climates we
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can develop scenarios for predicting and coping with the consequences of
climatic anomalies and in doing so begin developing the basis for planning
for change and variability.
15. In recent years, the dictum has been reworded to "what will happen in
the future is not necessarily limited to what has happened in the past". The
altered perspective on climate is brought about by the realization that
human activities, e.g. urbanization, industrialization, and deforestation
have become and will continue to become dominant factors in shaping the
future climate. Future climate trends may, to an "ever greater degree, limit
our productivity and efficiency and reduce the expected life span of buildings and structures.
16.
Even though major uncertainties exist in the projections of future
climate, participants at the Villach, Austria, climate conference sponsored
by UNEP/WMO/ICSU in October 1985 were moved to conclude that:
"Many important economic and social decisions are being made today
on long-term projects - major water resource management activities
such as irrigation and hydro-power, drought relief, agricultural
land use, structural designs and coastal engineering projects, and
energy planning - all based on the assumption that past climatic
data, without modification, are a reliable guide to the future.
This is no longer a good assumption since the increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases are expected to cause a significant
warming of the global climate in the next century. It is a matter
of urgency to refine estimates of future climatic conditions to
improve these decisions."
17. Are today's water reservoirs designed to cope with the uncertainty in
water supply that may exist under an altered climate? Are municipal storm
drainage systems and residential highrise buildings designed to withstand
hurricanes and storm surges of the force of Hurricane Gilbert? Are.transmission towers and ships designed for winter storms of greater intensity and
frequency than have occurred over the past few decades? Should countries
invest more money in the design and construction of shoreline structures to
cope with expected rises in sea-level? Design values, such as snow loads,
wind loads, design temperatures and precipitation intensity values; and
long-term planning information, such as water supply data for water resource
decisions, heating and cooling requirements for energy planning, and water
and thermal limits for forestry decision-making must be based on periods of
record that are applicable to the period for which the structure is being
designed or the activity being planned. Decision-makers dealing with longterm projects - 10 years to a century or more - must refine their estimates
by taking account of the current knowledge about climate change and variability. The time frame of climate change expected is less than the time
required to develop tree species and is of the order of duration, but
diminishing, in the life-span of many major capital intensive structures
being planned and constructed today, that is, 50 to 100 years.
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18. There is a need for studies and guidance on how information on climatic
anomalies, the possible occurrence of extremely unusual events, and global
and regional change can be combined with standard historical climate data.
Guidance is also needed for climatologists who will be called upon to interpret the expected change in terms of its potential impact on industrial and
resource strategies.
19. The Commission is urged to appoint a Rapporteur to study ways of combining projected climate change information,, such as extremes and variability with historical climate data in order to refine estimates for long-term
planning decisions.
Operational Applied Climatology
20. An exciting new development in applied climatology over the last decade
has been the use of current or "now" information in operational or tactical
decision-making. The application of climate knowledge to near-real-time
weather data has proven to be a powerful and essential information source
for users concerned with activities or processes that are happening now or
that will happen in the near future. Operational decisions affect daily
activities such as irrigation scheduling, pesticide application, forest fire
surveillance, fuel deliveries, waterflow regulating, commodities trading and
electrical power routing. These on-going activities are generally concerned
with climate variations over time-scales of days to seasons. Operations
that benefit most from operational applied climatology are those that allow
management alternatives to be evaluated once evolving and developing climate
conditions have been provided. Decision-making paradigms include rationing,
estimating yields, stockpiling, culling, trading and marketing. Operations
climatology has proven successful where delays in responding could be
devastating. It is also routinely used in many countries to monitor developing weather and weather-related events and conditions and to recognize major
hazards such as drought, frost and insect infestation. Some of the most
frequent demands for "now" climate information are from the media, researching stories on creeping disasters, fast-breaking weather events and on the
climatic significance of unusual situations.
Definition
21. For purposes of this report, operational applied climatology is defined
as the use of real-time or near-real-time (current/recent past) meteorological data and information to aid in the making of operational or tactical
decisions for activities happening now or in the near future.
Operational Functions
22. Operational applied climatology involves a wide variety of functions
and incorporates an enormous range of meteorological and related variables observed and. derived, raw and summarized, antecedent and forecast. The
following illustrates some types of operational applied climatology functions and a selected list of variables commonly used in servicing requests :
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(a) Year-to-Date Weekly, Monthly and Seasonal Accumulations

-

thermal units, e.g. corn heat units, degree-days
seasonal snowfall
growing season moisture
wind run
freezing rain duration

(b) Monitoring of in-season, current or "now" climate, and climate-related
conditions

-

mid summer soil moisture
late-spring soil temperature
water levels in lakes, rivers and reservoirs
near-real-time water budgets
soil tractionability
iceberg count
population-weighted degree-days
duration of wetness

(c) Specialized services, extended outlooks, predictions and climate forecasts for the following weeks, months or seasons
flood forecasts, river levels
precipitation needed to end a drought (precipitation deficiency
index)
drought
weekly/seasonal heating/cooling degree-day forecasts
any forecast tailored for a specific use
(d) Indices based on near-real-time climate data

-

-

Palmer drought index
drying indices
forest fire potential
soil moisture index
blocking indices
freeze-thaw indices
ENSO intensity/strength index
wet-dry cycles

(e) Surveillance reports on highly unusual or significant climate events,
anomalies or departures

-

onset of monsoons or their failures
onset and end of heat waves
excessive moisture
tropical cyclones
long persisting sea surface temperature anomalies, e.g. El Nino/
Southern Oscillation)
iceberg counts
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precipitation difference relative to previous time period
cumulative deviation from normal
drought watch
accidental release of hazardous materials
- . dust plumes (volcanoes, sand storms, dust storms).
-

(f) Real-time meteorological
hemispheric scales

-

-

and

environmental

data

on

national

and

extent and concentration of sea ice
background air pollution
satellite-derived information on cloud cover, snow cover and
precipitation
continental snow cover
surface sea temperatures
changes in land surface characteristics
Arctic haze
temperature/wind/geopotential height anomalies
albedo
plumes from the accidental release of hazardous materials
foreign temperature/precipitation bulletins

Questionnaire o^Opjerationa^Ap^^ie^d^C^imatologjy
23.
Members of the WHO were questioned about their use of operational
applied climatology in the "Questionnaire on Activities Related to Climate
Applications, 1988", which was sent to national meteorological services in
January 1988.
24.

Question 111:3 stated:
Defining operational applied climatology as "the use of current or
near-real-time meteorological data and information to aid in the
making of operational or tactical decisions that are happening now
or will happen in the near future", cite examples of the use of
operational climatology techniques in the various applied fields.

25. As of January 1, 1989, 85 responses to this question were received.
Table 1 summarizes the responses grouped by Regional Association and by
resource sectors or activities. The response to the questionnaire was very
encouraging with over 75% of the WMO Members of the Commission participating. Of the 85 responses, 56 (66%) replied to QUI:3.
26. As expected, a majority of Members cited operational climate services
rendered in agriculture for drought monitoring and irrigation scheduling as
the two most popular uses. All of the respondents in RA III mentioned agriculture; and drought and desertification was the most cited example from
RA I. Water resources was the.next most cited sector with 14 (30%) responses
with half of those providing operational flood forecasting and warnings as
examples. Transportation was the next most mentioned sector - 8 responses,
followed by building and construction (7), energy (6) and the remaining
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sectors at 2 to 4 responses each. In recreation and tourism, all four of the
respondents gave specialized forecasts for tourism as examples of operational applied climatology. Operational applications in the "other" category
included services for retailing, air pollution control, human health, and
urban and human settlements.
Table 1
Responses to Question on Operational
Applied Climatology Classified by Regional Association

Total
Responses

RA I RA II
Africa Asia

RA V
RA VI
RA III RA IV
Oceania
North
Europe
South
America America

Total Responses

85

25

15

6

12

7

20

No Replies to
QUI: 3

29

11

3

1

4

2

8

Replies to
QIII:3

56

14

12

5

8

5

12

No Operational
Examples

16

3

4

0

4

2

3

Agriculture
drought
irrigation
other

3
5
23

2
1
6

1
2
2

0
0
4

0
1
3

0
1
2

0
0
6

Building and
Construction

7

0

3

0

1

0

3

Energy

6

0

2

0

1

0

3

Fisheries

2

1

0

0

0

1

0

Forestry

3

1

0

0

1

0

1

Industry, Commerce
and Financial Services

4

1

1

0

0

0

2

Tourism and Recreation

4

1

2

0

1

0

0

Transportation

8

0

3

1

3

0

1

Water Resources
floods
other

7
7

3
0

2
1

1
1

0
4

0
1

1
0

Other*

5

1

1

1

0

0

2

includes retailing, air pollution, marketing, health, human settlements
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27.
It is clear from the analysis that some Members are uncertain about
what operational applied climatology is; many others could not provide
examples. Examples from members are listed in Appendix 1 by resource sector
or activity. Many more examples of operational applied climatology were
obtained by scanning the published literature, by referring to this
Rapporteur's report to RA IV in 1985 when he served as Rapporteur on Climate
Applications (Phillips, 1986), and by interviewing persons in Canada who use
climate services.
Distribution_Of Near^Real-Time Information
28. The value of current information lies in its timeliness. Putting information into the hands of those who need it without delay is often critical
in order to avoid losses and damage. Current climate information is not
normally sent through the communication systems operated by national weather
services. On the other hand the World Weather Watch and the Global Telecommunication System make this possible globally in real-time. New technologies such as weatheradio, facsimile, satellites, and electronic bulletin
boards could improve the rapid transmission of up-to-date climate information.
29. Several countries have developed a climate monitoring capability and
have established centres within their national meteorological service. Most
centres issue bulletins, advisories and publications containing news about
significant national/regional climate events and anomalies and climatic
outlooks and forecasts. Table 2 is a selected listing of some of the climate
monitoring periodicals issued by national agencies.
30. Members should be urged to keep the WMO Secretariat informed of developments in their climate monitoring programmes and of the existence of
periodicals on monitoring, e.g., bulletins, advisories, reviews, weekly or
monthly serials, or irregular issues describing evolving climate conditions.
This information might serve as a model for any Member contemplating the
institution of a monitoring service or climate watch, and relevant publications .
31. For their part the WMO Secretariat should initially act as a referral
on sources of monitoring information and inform members about what publications are available and how they might be obtained. The Commission should
appoint a Rapporteur on Climate Monitoring to ensure coordination among
Members engaged in climate monitoring. One suggestion is to link together
those responsible for monitoring operations so that information can be
exchanged and visits and mutual training promoted.
Climate System_Monitoring .(CSM^ Monthly Bulletin
32. Many climate monitoring centres contribute to and rely on the World
Climate Programme's Climate System Monitoring (CSM) Monthly Bulletin. First
issued regularly in July 1984, the Bulletin is widely distributed and well
received by countries and scientific institutions. The August 1988 issue
contains the following:
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Table 2
Selected List of Climate Monitoring Periodicals
Issued by National Agencies
CANADA
Climatic Perspectives - weekly and monthly review (Atmospheric
Environment Service, Canadian Climate Centre)
Daily Weather- Bulletin (Atmospheric Environment. Seryice, Central
Region)
Prairie Provinces Weekly Weather Summary (Atmospheric Environment
Service, Central Region)
The Monthly Review (Atmospheric Environment Service, Canadian
Meteorological Centre)

AUSTRALIA
Climate Monitoring Bulletin (Bureau of Meteorology, National
Climate Centre)
Drought Review - Australia (Bureau of Meteorology, Dept. of
Administrative Services)
UNITED KINGDOM
Climate Monitor (Climatic Research Unit, University
Anglia, Norwich)

of

East

JAPAN
Monthly Report on Climate System (Long-Range Forecast Division,
Japan Meteorological Agency)
UNITED STATES
Weekly Weather and Crop Bulletin (US Dept. of Commerce and US
Dept. of Agriculture, NOAA/USDA Joint Agricultural Weather
Facility)
Climate Diagnostics Bulletin (NOAA,
Center, Climate Analysis Center)

National

Meteorological

Weekly Climate Bulletin (NOAA, National Meteorological Center,
Climate Analysis Center)
Océanographie Monthly Summary
Office of Ocean Services)

(NOAA, National

Ocean

Service,

Daily Weather Map (NOAA, National Meteorological Center, Climate
Analysis Center)
Coastal Oceanography and Climatology News (University of Rhode
Island)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

monthly, seasonal and yearly temperature and precipitation anomalies;
unusual monthly precipitation anomalies;
monthly mean outgoing long-wave radiation and its anomaly from satellite;
major climatic events and anomalies globally;
special reports: U.S.A. climate summary; U.S.A. summer (June to August)
weather review; Indian monsoon season update; African Sahel rainy
season update;
weather conditions and crop prospects from FAO;
global analysis of such elements or conditions as: high Southern Oscillation index, SST anomalies, mid-tropospheric geopotential height
anomaly patterns, mean sea-level pressure, vector wind anomaly, wind
stress vectors, transient kinetic energy fields, and blocking indices.

33.
Everyone has a role to play in ensuring the success of the CSM
Bulletin. Members should continue to provide information on climatic anomalies and, above all, ensure the timely transmission of CLIMAT reports from
the enhanced network as recommended by Congress. The WMO Secretariat should
continue to review the contents and format of the material, to examine
critically the effectiveness of the information, and to assess how the
information is being used by Members and their countrymen. It is important
that the CSM Bulletin not be allowed to become outmoded or viewed as a piece
of "junk-mail". The Commission should strongly endorse the CSM programme and
urge the Secretariat to find ways of disseminating reports of significant
climate events, such as El Nino and droughts via GTS to all countries, as
recommended by Congress.
New Approaches in Climate Services
Climate Service Functions
34. Climate services are simply all the tasks needed for getting useful
climate data and information to the user. These operational tasks include
the data management practices of collecting, checking, and archiving data;
the converting of data into information; and the publication and dissemination of meaningful products. The work requires frequent contact with users
to learn their requirements and to inform them about new products and services. The work also includes many of the same less glamorous tasks found in
managing office information systems, such as writing correspondence, keeping
inventories of data and references, maintaining bibliographies, filing,
retrieving and mailing.
Service Centre£
35. Climate service centres are often colocated with climate data centres
as a continuum of the data management function. A modern service concept is
in place at the Midwestern Climate Center located at the Illinois State
Water Survey (USA) to serve a nine-state region. The Center is funded by the
National Climate Program Office. Two important service components of the
Center are AGRICLASS, a new interactive computer system to collect real-time
weather data and deliver climate information to both public and private
sector users, and the CLICOM computer-based system. The Midwestern Climate
Center provides the following types of services:
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access to regional and national data bases ;
near-real-time climate data and information;
expert consulting;
funding and equipment to develop data networks;
publishing;
planning and coordination of regional research projects.

Modernizing Climate Services
36. Computers are being made to do remarkable things in climate services.
Among the many common practices that have been totally or in part taken over
by automation in many countries are:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

data adjustment and computation, preparation of normals, development of indices and weighted statistics and calculation of risk
statistics and probabilities;
synthesizing climate information/data for areas where limited or
no observational data are available;
output from models for various applications;
computation of user-defined statistics from personal interactivecomputer systems;
direct access to data bases through interactive computer systems;
maintaining inventories, files, catalogues or directories of
manuals, data, station networks, computer programs, audio-visual
material, and reference material;
servicing data and information requests and generating form
letters; tracking requests through the information system; analyzing questionnaires and surveys on frequency of use; word processing; invoicing and accounting; and mailing;
searching on-line literature and bibliographies;
graphics and mapping;
electronic bulletin board and distribution systems for special
groups of users;
education and training.

37. Publishing is an important and time-consuming function in most regional
and national climate services. Fortunately, some of the drudgery and expense
has been lessened by the application of modern technology. The demand for
printed publications will continue for some time, but the expense of printing and stockpiling and the demand for more timely information necessitates
that alternate means of publishing, other than high-volume printing be
instituted, for example, micropublishing and laser-printing individual
copies on demand.

38.
Computer technology can be exploited for displaying graphics, for
table-top printing, for typesetting and for distributing text. Automated
photo-typesetting offers an inordinate number of format possibilities owing
to the wide range of type-faces and type-sizes available.
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Responding to Changes in Applied Climatology
39. Applied climatology has been growing in value and strength and will
continue to do so. It should experience a dramatic increase in demand for
information from traditional users. The demand will not just be from an increased number of clients and contacts but the quality of use will be much
different. New users can also be expected; they will come from industry and
trade; financial services (banking, insurance, commodities, real estate);
emergency planning and natural hazard management; employment opportunity
assessment; new research frontiers; wholesale and retail trade; and pollution monitoring and control.
40. All users will be more sophisticated and demanding and technologically
more capable than past users. The modern climate user will need information
in many different forms and combinations. All will expect information to be
intelligible, convenient, accurate, transferable, meaningful and easy to
interpret. An increasing number will want access to archived data quickly
and directly, from their office, factory or home, and will be anxious to
have the data available for analysis on their personal computer.
41. New approaches must be sought to deal with change - change in society;
change in the climate itself, change in the types of information requested
and the imaginative information and services available for responding;
change in the way information is packaged, delivered and marketed; and above
all change in the computers and other technology for servicing future
climate requests.
Products/Services/Analjses
42. There will always be new challenges for climatologists to make better
use of archive data ahd to generate more imaginative information than they
have in the past. Novel approaches are needed in fashioning climate risk and
design data to make them more useful and digestible. In many countries,
there may be too many products. As information suppliers we have to compete
with other information specialists for the valuable time of the decisionmaker. Clear, simple information will have a better chance of being read and
used. Traditional data summaries should be re-designed to make them more
usable and understandable. Indices, such as degree-days and severity
indices, and derived information, such as crop yields and forest fire potential, are popular and should be developed further. For many uses climate
data can be enhanced by combining them with other non-climate data and
models, for example, other physical data, economic units, and demographic
statistics.
43.
A new genre of climate analysis has emerged from the technological
advances in personal computers. Easy to use, interactive, menu-driven climate analysis software has been developed to produce tabular, graphical and
chart-form summaries of meteorological data. Two examples are MAST (MArine
STatistics) developed in Canada and CLIMEST (CLIMate ESTimates) developed in
the United Kingdom. In addition there are an inordinate number of applications technologies to convert data into information (see Appendix 2) useful
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for resource management and for evaluating policy or decision options. This
capability has vaulted applied climatology from the government office or
library into the field, factory and boardroom.
Presentation_and_Packaging
44. It is generally believed that the large amounts of published data and
documents on such subjects as soil temperature normals, last week's national
high and low temperatures, and regional clJLmatographies end up on the shelf
collecting dust. The conclusion being that the treatment and format of any
such climate subject is too complex or too detailed. Most users do not
understand what it is that is being provided. Further, they cannot afford
the time to wade through countless words, tables and figures. And most
managers are not thrilled about using mathematical equations and probabilities in management decision-making.
45. We must begin to package information that is convenient, timely and
useful. Data presented in the language of the user, for example, return
periods, simple frequencies, expected values, and joint probabilities, have
a greater chance of being used frequently by the user.
46. Another new challenge is to develop ways of integrating climate data
with non-climate data and models, for example, economic statistics, crop
yields, and lake levels. Our data must fit the spatial and temporal constraints of today's user.
47. The presentation or packaging of climate information is vital to ensuring the best possible application. Maunder (1987) calls the presentation of
climate information a highly specialized and important form of communication. He goes on to say that "meteorology and climatology must broaden its
vision by actively encouraging research in the social, economic, and marketing aspects of the profession. But of prime consideration should be the
realization that meteorology, and particularly the communication of weather
information, embraces many things besides the physical sciences."
Promotion
48. The future prospects for applied climatology depend in large measure
on how well climatologists promote their products. Canadian climatologist
Gordon McKay has said "if a product or service is rated as a need, not a
want, then it is likely to be successful". We must work closely with users
from the private and public sectors to increase their awareness of their
need for climate information and of the opportunities provided by the
existence of climate data.
49. An educational programme to improve the sophistication of the use of
currently available products makes good sense. Once climatology is seen to
be practical, and profitable, users can be expected to make use of it quick
ly and extensively. The sell should be soft, emphasizing the professional
expertise and competence of the climatologist, and the potential benefits
that can be derived from specific applications of climate knowledge.
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50. Conventional promotional media e.g., glossy brochures, films, slidesets and exhibits should be tried. In addition, on-site demonstrations to
encourage potential users to adopt new or improved practices are worth considering. Also promising is printed literature written so that farmers,
entrepreneurs and bureaucrats can trust it and want the information.
51. The Commission for Climatology at its ninth session recognized the need
for publicity about climate applications in order to influence government
officials, users and the general public on the usefulness and value of professional climatological consultation. To understand the problem from the
user's point of view and to assist national weather services with drafting
publicity on climate applications and services, the Commission approved the
establishment of a Rapporteur. Frank Singleton from the United Kingdom
assumed the responsibility and CC1-X anxiously awaits his report.
52. There is an urgent need for better communication between climatologists
and users of climatological data and information to ensure that the services
supplied are those that are needed, and that users can make effective use
of the information supplied. Our challenge is to break down the one-way,
colonial-style information flow. Climatologists do not necessarily know what
is best for the user. Effective climate information requires input from
users in order to ensure that it is relevant and transferable. On the other
hand, users also need guidance in applying climate information effectively.
In other words, we need to know each other better. We can do this by meeting
on each other's turf, participating in each other's courses and co-publishing in the popular literature.
Delivering_Information
53. Producing information is relatively easy, getting it to the place where
it is effective can be a lot more difficult. In the past the emphasis in
climate services has been on producing, rather than distributing information. We have largely ignored the crucial link of distributing processed
information to places of decision-making. Increasingly, emphasis must be
directed at getting information to groups, such as rice growers, forest
management officials, soybean buyers, hydroelectric authorities, television
crews, and oil drillers.
54. Permitting access to data at the touch of a button is a way of making
better use of it. New personal computer-based information delivery systems
will be commonplace in the future. New and imaginative technology for presenting information must constantly be assessed and tried. However, we cannot abandon some of the traditional information-distributing habits, for
example, publications, microfilm and face-to-face contact. Users must be the
prime consideration in the development of any climate-based delivery system.
Microcomputer Technology
55. Computers have been used in climatology for about 30 years for the
traditional activities of data processing, quality control, storage, and
retrieval. Today advances in technology have made available a wide range of
highly efficient and inexpensive equipment to speed the processing and delivery of climate information.
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56. Computers have also revolutionized the utility of climate data. Instead
of relying on published long-term means and past extremes, it is now feasible to manipulate "raw" data at the whim of the specific application in
mind. Routinely now, computers are being used in climatology to collect and
communicate data. Moreover, they are used to produce frequencies, probabilities and risks, and to combine elements into weighted indices and derived
data for use in modelling studies and real-time decision-making. Modern
computers are used in running simulation models that can estimate radiation
amounts falling on an inclined surface, crop-yields, biomass productivities,
water budgets, sensitivity analyses and climatic impact assessments.
(i) CLICOM
57. The CLICOM project under the World Climate Data Programme is a highly
acclaimed and well received effort to facilitate the exchange of computer
information, technology and knowledge among Members. During its formative
years basic CLICOM was deployed for climate data management purposes, that
is, data entry, storage and retrieval, processing, and the production of
a variety of standard user products for planning and operational climate
applications.
58. In August 1987, at a CLICOM users meeting in Toronto, a decision was
made to begin the preparation of application packages that could utilize
climate data for economic development activities in such resources as agriculture, water and energy. This rapporteur made a presentation at that meeting and urged that climate applications and services software be created
by adapting existing modules or by developing simple software packages.
Appendix 2 is a selected list of applications technology for possible use in
CLICOM. Products or program software are grouped under the following headings: monitoring, data management, statistical methods, transfer functions,
applications, and information services. An indication is made of the
priority for implementation (now, near future or at some later time) and
whether the product is ready now, may exist or needs development.
59.
In deciding what application technologies should be included in the
CLICOM system, the following factors should be considered:
an application must be worth while and such that users can make
effective use of the output;
an application must promise obvious and immediate success; choose
demonstrated well known, significant successes;
the access to the data required must be easy;
the output must be intelligible, convenient, accurate, meaningful,
easy to interpret, digestible;
the application must convert readily to on-site demonstration in
say five minutes;
any appended documentation must be clear, user-friendly, and
comprehensive;
few rather than many software packages should be developed
initially;
graphics should be favoured, mathematics avoided;
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•

•

climate data should be considered for integration with non-climate
but related data, e.g. crop yields, population, river discharges,
mortality statistics, etc.;
applications should be chosen that are easily converted to other
applications and regions.

60. The Commission should re-affirm its strong support for CLICOM. With
assurances that the "core" data management modules are in place and that
training sessions will continue, the Commission should urge the WMO to give
priority to the preparation of standard application software and of appropriate documentation for inclusion in the CLICOM system. In time, CLICOM
applications workshops should be undertaken.
61. A mechanism should be established to exchange applications software and
documentation among those Members having CLICOM systems. Members should keep
the WMO Secretariat informed of developments in appropriate applications
software. For their part, the WMO Secretariat should publicize what software
and documentation are available in CLICOM or in CARS and how others can
access this information. Such publicity will encourage Members to exchange
and share software and documentation. Applications development will only add
to the success and acceptance of the CLICOM system.
Other Technological Developments
62. A variety of technological changes is fundamentally altering our capabilities of servicing climate requests. Enhanced access to information,
communications and computational power makes possible a much greater use of
climate data, a better understanding of climate, and improved and more
effective products prepared at a lower cost and with fewer human resources
and new services to meet new needs.
63. Among the new technologies that will provide opportunities for utilizing climate data are:
(a) receipt of climate data routinely and in real-time from land and marine
sites, some at remote or inaccessible locations, automatically and the
capability to transmit these data to central processing locations is
improving and becoming cheaper;
(b) remote sensing - satellite-based instruments, Doppler radar, microwave
profilers, acoustic sounders and others - is promising new technology
for producing an areal distribution of climatic variables, particularly
cloud cover, precipitation, soil moisture, water temperatures and other
monitored information (which is distinct from observational data), such
as crop health and ski conditions, over large areas in a short period
of time; and for detecting evolving climatic events, such as drought or
El Nino;
(c) near-real-time access and quality control of many conventional data and
new parameters (soil moisture, icebergs, ocean waves, drought, snowpack) on a global scale will now enable a better monitoring and understanding of evolving climate conditions and of the effects of climate
on water supplies, crops, markets, and other economic factors;
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(d) decentralized, regional micro-computers networked to a large mainframe
computing system located at a centre within a country or supporting a
group of countries;
(e) inexpensive "CD-ROM" laser optical disks (3.5-inch to 5.5-inch
diameter) can store 352 to 500 million digital characters that can be
readily retrieved.
(f) development of ,spatial and temporal interpolation techniques for
supplanting missing information, deriving gridded data, extending the
period of record, synthesizing information in data-sparse areas, and
compressing or merging huge volumes of data to manageable proportions;
(g) videotex equipment will enable users to have direct on-line interaction
with climate data in their home or place of work via computer or
television set;
(h) menu-driven, user interactive software at archival centres or available
commercially can produce instant maps, graphs and tabulations. Examples
of a few general-purpose user programs available in climatology are:
-

days with a specified weather condition;
duration analyses of consecutive occurrences;
daily, monthly and annual tabulations of degree-days;
extreme-value analyses;
diurnal frequencies of selected weather conditions.

64. Technological change is happening faster than the WMO or any national
meteorological service, either developed and developing, can keep up
with and be responsive to. All Members depend on each other to exchange
information on advances in new technology.
Recommendations
65.
This document contains several recommendations related to applied
climatology, indicating actions to be taken by Members and by CCI and other
WMO bodies. A summary of these recommendations is given below.
66. It is recommended that CC1-X, after having considered as appropriate
pertinent agenda items, take into consideration proposals for the following
actions :
(a) To adopt a recommendation proposing that each Member be invited to:
i) enhance the awareness among users of the economic importance of
climate applications by documenting practical examples of applied
climatology and by publicizing their successes;
ii) inform other Members and the Secretariat about its climate monitoring programme and, in particular, periodicals dealing with monitoring;
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iii) re-affirm its strong support for CLICOM and submit proven applications software and documentation to the WMO as a contribution to the
WCDP's CLICOM-Applications Phase-II;
iv) provide the WMO Secretariat with information on developments in
technology, especially that relating to all aspects of climate
services - servicing, publishing and distributing.
'b) To urge the Secretariat and other appropriate WMO bodies to:
i) continue its recent efforts of giving high priority to applications
climatology by approving, and appropriately funding, seminars,
training courses, media events and publications;
ii) disseminata timely reports of significant climate events via the
GTS;
iii) coordinate the gathering and exchange of information on national
climate monitoring programmes and, in particular, on periodicals
that describe climatic anomalies and current and evolving conditions ;
iv) publicize what applications software and documentation are available
in CLICOM or in CARS and how Members can access this information.
(c) To asign a rapporteur or a working group the task of developing methods
for combining climate change information with historical data to
enhance the use of climate information for long-term planning.
(d) To adopt a resolution re-appointing a rapporteur on operational applied
climatology with the following terms of reference:
i) to study, in colloboration with the working groups and rapporteurs
of CCI, activities and developments in the field of specialized
meteorological information for operational uses and to keep the
President of CCI informed, as appropriate;
ii) to continue compiling documentation from Members about examples of
and the substantial benefits derived from the practical use of
operational applied climatology in all sectors;
iii) to review the means of creating an awareness among actual and potential users, of the need for current climate information, and of the
opportunities provided by the existence of climate data and information;
iv) to recommend whether there is a need for a publication or
describing the knowledge, techniques and applications used
by Members in providing operational applied climatology
One possibility might include the addition of a chapter in
to Climatological Practices expounding the methodologies
tional applied climatology;
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v) to formulate suggestions for the curricula of training about matters
relating to operational applied climatology;
vi) to evaluate the worth of present climate forecasting schemes for
applications climatology.
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CCl-X/Doc.
Appendix 1
EXAMPLES OF OPERATIONAL USES OF CLIMATOLOGY

1.
Climatology has a part to play in strategic decisions involving a
multitude of wide-ranging social, economic and planning tasks pertaining to
such activities as the exploration and distribution of energy, the production of trees, the growing of crops, the harvesting of fish, the management
of water resources, the routeing of marine, air and land transport and the
manufacturing and marketing of consumer products.
2.
A full range of climate products and services from historical time
series analyses to the state of evolving climate events now and into next
season could be valuable to decision-makers. Traditionally, archived historical and statistical data, such as means and extremes, have been widely used
in strategic planning, capital investment decisions and other long-term
planning where the siting, design and construction of structures and facilities are involved.
3.
A recent new service development is the operational use of climate data
and information for activities or processes that are happening now or that
will happen in the near future.
4.
Examples of services in the field of operational applied climatology
include :
•

monitoring of in-season, current or "now" climate and climaterelated conditions;
year-to-date accumulations of climate data and related quantities;
extended outlooks for the next 3 to 10 days and climate forecasts
or predictions for forthcoming weeks, months or seasons;
indices based on near-real-time data;
surveillance reports on highly unusual or significant climatic
events, anomalies or departures;
specialized weather services;
near-real-time meteorological and environmental data and information on national and hemispheric scales.

5.
This next section contains examples of operational uses for climate
data, information and services in several climate-sensitive sectors or
activities. They have been gleaned from the published literature and from
Member responses to the master questionnaire (see paragraph 23). Also
useful were the comments and opinions of people in government departments
and private enterprise and of academics, who use climate services from
Environment Canada. In analysing the information obtained, this rapporteur
was able to draw on several years of experience in operational applications
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work as Rapporteur for Climate Applications for Regional Associa1985. Because only sketchy details are given, readers are referliterature for more information. Examples cited from the replies
to the questionnaire are credited to the Member(s) .

<>. ' Nine climate-sensitive sectors or activities are listed including five
major resource fields and those in building and construction; industry,
commerce and financial services; recreation and tourism; and transportation
and communication.

Agriculture
7.
Few question the importance of accurate and timely weather forecasts to
the agriculture and food-growing business. An assessment of the myriad of
day-to-day decisions required for successful farming, from planting time
through irrigation and herbicide spraying to harvesting and marketing will
convince everyone of the enormous benefits that come from timely and welltailored climate information. Even simple climate information, such as growing degree-days and drying indicés, has found wide application in improving
many farm management operations. Monitoring evolving climate situations is a
recent application of climatology that holds enormous promise in recognizing
and combating major hazards such as drought, frost, excessive rainfall,
disease propagation and insect infestation.

Operational Uses
•

•
•

•

•

use of agroclimate models to predict marketing and growing conditions and processing requirements. The application of models will
provide agricultural authorities with advance information for
assessing storage requirements and for making export or import
decisions.
monitoring local climate conditions for day-to-day farming operations, e.g. cultivating, planting, spraying, irrigating and
harvesting
monitoring information about climate abroad to capitalize on
trading and marketing opportunities, to help identify potential
problem areas, and to verify needed relief aid for areas under
climatic siege.
advice given by agriculture extension specialists in the US Corn
Belt about the dependence of different corn hybrids on degreedays. The earliness or lateness of a growing season is monitored
for most regions. When planting is delayed, the planting of
earlier maturing seeds or switching to another crop, such as soybeans, is recommended to minimize the risk of frost damage before
harvesting (Climate Board, 1982).
incorporating real-time, on-line weather and climate information
into pest-management strategies; the Michigan fruit industry can
omit one application annually, resulting in a decreased expenditure of $1.5 million (USA) (Climate Board, 1982).
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using real-time or near-real-time data and information and tailored weather forecasts to help farmers avoid over-irrigation. In
Nebraska it is estimated that the number of irrigations could be
reduced by 1 or 2 per season using climate/weather for a saving
of $50-$100 million per season - $1 billion (USA) nation-wide
(Climate Board, 1982).
the Nebraska Agnet system - an example of a successful, computerbased, near-real-time information delivery system for farmers and
others in agriculture to assist with their routine operational
needs, e.g. irrigation, crop selection and production, planting,
pollination and harvesting, forecasting crop yield, pest and
disease control, livestock health and production, pasture management, timing of pesticide application and weeding, droughtproofing, price monitoring, and fertilization application,
a climate crop calendar - a type of seasonal climate prediction allows crops to be picked at the peak of their maturity,
using current weather and climate data to predict crop yield
during the growing season (Duchon, 1986).
using meteorological data to predict plant disease severity
(Coakley et al., 1988).
forecasting corn yield (level and stability) by combining effects
of technological advances with weather conditions (Garcia et al.,
1987).
using models to estimate the effect of weather on the outbreak
of epidemics of insects and disease, not only to estimate their
effect on crop yield and production, but also to control them,
using models to calculate dry matter production by means of
current weather information (Berkhout, 1980)
using models to provide early information about production of main
crops to enable governments to react with appropriate import or
export strategies (Hanus, 1969)
using forecasts to obtain an estimate one month in advance about
the best date to harvest the highest quality grapes to make
champagne (Gerbier, 1977)
projecting real-time wheat, oats and barley yields throughout the
growing season on the Canadian Prairies (Garron, 1980)
monitoring the growth of crops and the water balance on a realtime basis in order to formulate advice for farm operations, such
as soil preparation, sowing, weeding, fertilizer application,
irrigation and plant protection (Forest, 1974)
using models to monitor the potential productivity of sorghum and
offer alternative strategies if crops are planted late or early or
if precipitation is not adequate (Jackson, 1978)
using systems that determine the best time to spray insects
attacking coffee plants (Rwanda)
monitoring crop water requirements by means of water balance
methods (Zambia) and scheduling irrigation (Australia, Israel,
Syria, Lao People's Democratic Republic)
drought forecasting (Mauritius, Lesotho)
forecasting short-term and medium-term rainfall amounts for
harvesting sugar cane (Trinidad and Tobago)
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using an early warning system against army worms and desert
locusts (Tanzania)
assessment of padi production from real-time meteorological data
(Malaysia)
frost warning system (Yemen Arab Republic)
specialized forecasts for plant diseases, insecticide spraying,
and crop harvests (Chile, Israel, Trinidad and Tobago)
forecasts of crop yield and pasture development (Poland, Canada,
Mali)
calculations of growing degree-days for various agricultural
applications (Canada)
allocation of paddocks for grazing or for silage from a grassgrowth model (Ireland)
Building and Construction
8.
In most countries, the building and construction sector is the largest
single industry. From the viewpoint of safety and economy, a structure or
facility must be able to withstand meteorological forces and loadings over
its lifetime and take steady wear and tear during normal times and during
extremely unusual events.
9.
A climatologist can provide the architect, engineer, contractor and
planner with useful information about the economical and safe operation of
specific structures. Climate considerations that are taken into account
include wind gustiness and pressure on structures, snow and ice accumulation
on roofs and equipment, wet or frozen ground (tractionability), snow control
on highways and within urban areas, and mechanical and chemical weathering
of building materials and of stockpiled inventories.
Operational Uses
•

•

•

seasonal forecasts to contractors for tactical planning, particularly for selecting the most favourable times for surveying,
excavating, concreting and bricklaying planning earthwork, paving,
roofing, tower erection, steel erecting and scaffolding, roofing,
sheeting, painting, plastering, dressing road surfaces; and for
assessing water tables, snow and wind loads, drifting and wind
flow at points of egress, and assessing reliability of access in
all seasons
using authenticated weather records from the nearest climatological station to back up a claim in order to determine whether a run
of bad weather causes sufficient "downtime" on a site to warrant
an extension oon the contract period (United Kingdom)
using near-real-time meteorological data in short- and mediumrange weather forecasts for construction applications (Thailand)

Energy
10. Comparative historical and statistical data are of immense value to the
energy sector for assessing the viability of renewable energy alternatives,
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for designing the collection and for planning such huge capital investments
as pipelines and ice breakers, fossil-fuel liquidification plants, tar sands
mining facilities. On an operational basis, the energy requirements for
heating and air-conditioning are very dependent upon real-time or near-realtime data/information. In the effective, efficient and safe exploration,
production, storage and transportation of fossil fuels, up-to-date climatic
anomaly data are needed to better manage day-to-day operations.
Operational Uses
assessment of the likelihood of extreme hot and cold events
so that future energy requirements at peak load times may be
estimated
safe and efficient exploration for frontier oil and gas
prediction of water storage. The occurrence of drought can mean
costly replacement of hydro power by non-renewable sources.
Manitoba Hydro estimates it lost $80 million (USA) in power it was
unable to produce and export because of low runoff from a slight
snow cover in the spring of 1981. If forewarned, it would have
called for abnormally high water storage in the preceding season
(Lawford, 1981).
climate forecasting to determine a "weather window" enclosing
several days of calm weather for the "tow-out" of Norwegian offshore platforms (Climate Board, 1982)
provision of advance information about the severe icing conditions
in the northeastern USA in December 1973; such information would
have enabled the electric utilities to take action to minimize the
electric outages (Suomi, 1975)
providing hydro-electric companies with current information on the
amount and timing of rainfall and snowfall and on the time of thaw
in specific Catchment areas
scheduling the distribution of heating oil and the introduction of
additives to gasoline
providing climate information for monitoring acid rain, the atmospheric transport of toxics derived from energy activities, the fog
formation downwind of cooling ponds, and thermal plumes created by
the discharge of cooling water
supplying data for heating and/or cooling energy needed for operational purposes (Canada, Israel and The Netherlands)
monitoring wind energy output for use in water pumping, gridconnected wind turbines and wind/diesel stand-alone systems
(United Kingdom)
providing information about climatic anomalies to coal, gas and
energy suppliers, pipeline and transportation companies and
distributors who are concerned with the demand for energy
extreme climatic anomalies may mean heavy winter snow and ice
impeding transportation, and wet harvesting weather requiring
grain-drying facilities, etc., all of which directly affect energy
demand
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•

•

•

providing information about climatic anomalies, which are important for altering the production rates and the reproduction capabilities of forests and for predicting, responding to and controlling diseases and insects (e.g., spruce budworm)
monitoring climate to reveal where soil conditions are most suitable for harvesting and which areas have poor tractionability and
should be avoided, thereby achieving major economic savings in
forest management (McKay, 1983)
providing meteorological information for day-to-day operation in
forest nurseries, e.g., the timing and amount of irrigation that
is applied to seed orchards are important both to minimize operating expenses and to maximize tree growth.

Fisheries
11. There is an obvious and clear association between weather extremes and
climatic anomalies and the productivity and location of marine biological
resources. Specific short-term concerns involve the presence of ice in
spring, and its movement in ice-infested waters, which interferes with
fishing by blocking ports, damaging equipment, and limiting access to the
fishing grounds. Medium- to longer-term weather anomalies have a marked
effect on wind and water current patterns and on the length of the fish
growth and harvest seasons.
Operational Uses
•

•

•
•

•

•

production of specialized forecasts of climatic anomalies to
improve real-time capability for forecasting waves, sea swell and
other océanographie parameters in order to deploy fishing fleets
and set quotas for fish harvests
production of specialized marine climate forecasts of spray and
icing, low temperature, gales waves or sea swell, vital for
fishery operations
monitoring weather-induced changes in stock abundance and distribution patterns to assist the fishing industry in deploying their
fleet and in scheduling fish processing
careful monitoring of currents, temperature and other océanographie climate factors; this can save millions of dollars because
slight changes can have a tremendous impact on the size and migration patterns of fish species and on the spread of fish disease
in a certain area. Underestimating the total allowable catch by
10% of one single stock of cod along the Atlantic coast means an
immediate loss of $2.5 million (USA) for the fishing industry
(personal communication).
specialized weather/climate forecasts to maximize fishing time
while still observing safety requirements; an annual economic
benefit to the Canadian fishery of $15 million (USA) can result.
In 1978 and 1979 Canadian fishing fleets missed the mackerel run
on the East Coast. Three quarters of a million dollars was wasted
in ship deployment and $4 million (USA) in revenues were lost.
coastal weather/climate forecasts for the fishery (Australia)
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Forestry
12. Sylviculture has
culture, particularly
fighting, fertilizing
site preparation, use

many of the needs for meteorological services as agriin such forest management operations as thinning, fire
and harvesting. Other needs are for road construction,
of logging machinery and scheduling work days.

Operational Uses
•

•

monitoring of fire-weather parameters (lightning strikes, drought,
flammability) is crucial for forest fire preparedness, control and
prevention, and for scheduling forest-fire equipment, manpower and
water supply
providing curi„nt meteorological information to monitor and combat
forest decide resulting from air pollution and other climaterelated factors

Industry, Commerce and Financial Services
13.
Increasing profits, reducing costs, creating employment, enhancing
competitiveness and improving markets are just some of the benefits to be
gained socio-economically from the intelligent use of weather and near-realtime climate information. World economies have seen how periods of anomalous
weather such as the general cool conditions of 1972, the frosts of 1975 in
Brazil (coffee) and in southern United States (citrus and fresh vegetables),
and the drought and heat of 1988 in North America, have markedly affected
inflation, speculation, and other factors disturbing the international
economy. Further, a nation's marketing strategy will be affected by climatic
anomalies overseas.
Operational Uses
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

making critical choices about the delivery and stock piling of raw
materials, production and marketing
providing a climate anomaly information service to monitor the
effects of climates abroad to help industry take advantage of
opportunities, adapt in times of market saturation and react if
the economic effects are unfavourable (Thomas and McKay, 1978)
providing manufacturers with current temperature and humidity data
to determine changes in production e.g., glues, additives, etc.,
and to monitor their energy consumption; to control/regulate human
and equipment operating environments; and to aid/abate industrial
processes
providing real-time weather information to retail distribution
centres so that outlets may be supplied with sufficient stocks of
consumer goods
providing weather data relevant for insurance claims (United
. Kingdom)
interpreting weather information for companies interested in the
demands for consumer goods, such as beer, bottle gas, tinned/
packet soup (United Kingdom)
providing specialized weather forecasts for industrial planning
(Federal Republic of Germany)
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Recreation and Tourism
14. The relationship between tourism and climate is direct, pervasive and
critical in all phases of operational and tactical decision-making, including event scheduling, operations and maintenance, and advertising and
marketing. Climate creates both the possibilities and the limitations for
outdoor recreational activities which in turn dictates their development
potential and, most crucial for return visits and referrals, whether or not
the outdoor experience was enjoyable.
Operational Uses
•
•

•

•

•

•

providing specialized weather forecasts for the tourism industry
(Costa Rica, Thailand)
scheduling the timing of games, events, competitions and festivals
to avoid postponement, cancellation and disappointed attendees
(Singapore)
providing credible climate forecasts that would maximize user
satisfaction, yet would place increased burdens on recreational
facilities that would be crowded during times forecast to be
pleasant
using climate data to estimate attendance at activities. Climate
analysis of weather data and attendance figures shows that with
maximum temperatures below 16°C, only multi-activity parks, golf
courses, tennis courts and sites such as zoos receive any appreciable attendance (Paul, 1972).
planning advertising in one region in response to conditions elsewhere. Southern resort areas could benefit from advertising
campaigns during periods of foul weather in northern cold markets.
Scenes of warmth and sun and surf during frigid cold snaps and
winter blizzards attract many an impulse traveller.
monitoring winter climate by some governments in order to advise
skiers of the best snow conditions. Some years favour crosscountry skiing whereas other years favour downhill skiers

Transportation and Communications
15. The needs of the transportation industry for operational meteorological
services has never been more evident. The operations, performance and maintenance of vehicles, equipment and facilities and the movement of goods and
people, whether by air, rail, road or water is affected by weather and
climate.
Operational^ Oses
•
•

providing prevailing weather conditions to help decide what control equipment is needed to prevent loss or deterioration of cargo
while en route
scheduling construction-related activities to take into account
current and future weather
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•

•

•

•

•
•

providing current climate information for selecting safe and
economic air and sea routes or planning alternate landing/berthing
sites if the main one is closed by bad weather. A 3% fuel saving
has been estimated for ocean travel using meteorological information for route selection (McKay and Allsopp, 1981)
providing short-term snowfall forecasts that are of great assistance to highway departments for tactical decision-making, such as
selection, scheduling and conversion of snow removal equipment,
the delivery of road salt and sand and scheduling work periods for
crews
forecasting opening of rivers and lakes for shipping. The date of
opening of the Great Lakes to shipping is closely correlated with
the air temperature over the Great Lakes Basin during February.
A forecast of opening day 1 to 2 months in advance aids greatly
in scheduling maintenance and arranging for crews and shipping
contracts (Mather, 1974)
providing forecasts of seasonal wind could be very useful for the
long transcontinental and transoceanic routes where the incidence
of delays can increase rapidly under adverse wind conditions
(Robinson, 1988)
providing specialized forecasts for evacuation of oil rigs and in
operating cargo terminals (Hong Kong)
providing avalanche forecasts (Chile)

Water Resources
16. It is well known that climate information is needed for designing dykes
and control structures, canals, spillways, irrigation systems and, for use,
in virtually every facet of applied hydrology. Water resource managers and
operators need up-to-date, current climate data and information to take
action to avoid flood dr drought hazards and for input to forecast models to
estimate water supplies available for filling reservoirs, watering fields,
generating electricity, etc.
Operational Uses
•
•

•

•

•

supplying knowledge about hydroclimatic processes that are needed
for flood forecasting and lake level predictions
providing credible forecasts of river ice to prevent lengthy
interruptions in navigation, power production, and river operations
providing seasonal forecasts of riverflow needed to make decisions
regarding the allocation and pricing of water for irrigation,
fisheries, and recreation
providing credible climate forecasts of snowcover in the Spring of
1981 would have allowed Manitoba Hydro to store abnormally high
water in the preceding season and to implement relevant operating
strategies to avoid economic losses estimated at $80 million to
result from lost power production for export (Lawford, 1981).
developing an information system that continually monitors drought
severity, e.g., State of Colorado made use of a drought réponse
plan (Climate Board, 1982).
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providing forecasts of peak periods of high water flow; and
assessments of flash flood and flood risks (Benin, Mauritius,
Madagascar, RDP Lao People's Democratic Republic, Syria, Chile,
Australia)
providing water budgets for water-level regulation (Canada)
using information on climatic anomalies of hydrologie parameters
for flood protection, hydro-electric power production, water
rationing, thermal cooling, navigation, irrigation, recreation,
fisheries, industrial processing, and other uses.
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CC1-X Doc.
Appendix 2
SELECTED APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY FOR USE IN CLICOM

Pr oduct/Techno1ogy

Priority for Implementing Availability
1. Now
2. May Exist
Now Near Future Future 3. Needs Development

MONITORING
crop/soil moisture index

•

2

heat wave index

•

3

forest fire weather index

•

3

drought indicator
e.g. Palmer drought index,
moisture deficit

1-3

•

weighted indices (population,
commodity)

2

•

hurricane (weather) tracking chart

•

1

real-time data acquisition off GTS

•

3

current anomalies; year-to-date
accumulations; extremes; time
series; seasonal; 2-week, 10
-day, etc. totals and extremes;
& displaying as tables, charts
or charts or maps.

3

/

automatic flagging of significant
departures from normal (climate
warning system)

3

•

out1ooks, advisorie s

/

3

drying indices

•

3

soil temperature

•

1

degree-days (accumulated heat
units)

1

/

sea-surface temperature

•
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3

SELECTED APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY FOR USE I N CLICOM

Product/Technology

Priority for Implementing Availability
1. Now
2. May Exist
Now Near Future Future 3. Needs Development

DATA MANAGEMENT
data extraction in real-time

/

3

data extraction from automated stations

•

3

digitizing climate charts

V

3

correcting precipitation data

•

3

preparation of specialized data
sets

V

3

data generator - supplanting
missing data, extending
periods of record,
estimates

/

3

V

testing data homogeneity
adjusting normals
controlling document

3

/

1-3

•

direct user access to archive

•
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3

3

SELECTED APPLICATIONS TL;

Product/Technology

AJOGY

FOR USE IN CLICOM

Priority for Implementing Availability
1. Now
2. May Exist
Now Near Future Future 3. Needs Development

STATISTICAL.METHODS
Utility Programs
list of monthly means/extremes

1

list of daily means/extremes

1

bi-variate frequency distribution
(any 2 elements by classes)

1

•

monthly data tabulation

1

simple indices, e.g. degree-days

2

accumulations, totals and
averages of any element

1-3

absolute or percentage frequency of wind speed and
direction

1-3

observations reconstituted from
the elements and display hourly
observations on one line

1-3

monthly (collective) means
calculated for each hour

•

1-3

extreme 1-10 day rainfall (2, 5,
10, 25 and 100 year return
periods computed for 1-5 day
extremes

1-3

percentiles of monthly elements

1-3

the differences between values
computed at selected hourly
intervals

/
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1-3

SELECTED APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY "TOR USE IN CLICOM

Product/Technology

Priority for Implementing Availability
1. Now
2. May Exist
Now Near Future Future 3. Needs Development

STATISTICAL METHODS (Cont'd)
daily totals/means computed from
hourly values

•

1-3

Analyses
smoothing and averaging

•

3

synthesizing (extrapolation,
interpolation, data adjustment)

•

3

extreme values

/

1
3

normals (1961-90)
•
daily normals

1

•

days with ... a specified
weather conditions

1-3
•

diurnal frequency tabulation
for specified condition

1-3
•

duration analysis

1-3
•

means/extremes computed by station,
district, drainage basin,
population, etc. (weighted means)

V

accumulated daily, monthly
and annual degree-days
above or below a given
temperature

3

1-3
/
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SELECTED APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY FOR USE IN CLICOM

Product/Technology

Priority for Implementing Availability
1. Now
2. May Exist
Now Near Future Future 3. Needs Development

STATISTICAL METHODS (Cont'd)
Statistical Packages
means, extreme and other
common statistical measures
MAST/LAST software in which
user selects one or more
elements or combinations of
observed or derived
elements and then specifies
a number of output options
- charts, graphs, tables

•

user-defined statistics e.g.
greatest 1, 2, 5, and 10-day
snowfalls

•

statistical data digest by
station - means, extremes,
frequencies, durations,
counts

1-3

1-3
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SELECTED APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY FOR USE IN CLICOM

Product/Technology

Priority for Implementing Availability
1. Now
2. May Exist
Now Near Future Future 3. Needs Development

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
wind chill

•

1

humidex

•

1

apparent temperature index

•

degree-day products (growing,
heating, cooling, thawing, etc.)

1

.

1

•

corn heat units and others

/

2

weighted indices (population,
commodity)

•

2

almanac (time, Julian day,
moon phases, twilight)

•

1

solar radiation under cloudless sky

•

1

weathering/driving rain index

•

3

design information estimates for
building and engineering
(temperature, snow loads, wind
pressure)

•

1-3

•

freeze-thaw cycle statistics

3
•

3

evaporation (lake)

•

1

snowmelt

•

3

stability - wind speed and
direction analyses grouped by
stability classes (Pasquill)
Palmer drought index

•
•
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SELECTED APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY FOR USE IN CLICOM

Product/Technology

Priority for Implementing Availability
1. Now
2. May Exist
Now Near Future Future 3. Needs Development

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS (Cont'd)
vector mean wind speed and
direction

1-3

calculate air density from station
pressure, dry bulb and dew point

•

24-hourly precipitation total from
6-hourly amounts

1-3
1-3
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SELECTED APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY FOR USE IN CLICOM

Product/Technology

Priority for Implementing Availability
1. Now
2. May Exist
Now Near Future Future 3. Needs Development

APPLICATIONS
climate calendars (crops,
construction, forestry)

3

•

solar radiation simulation (global,
direct and diffuse on horizontal
and tilted surfaces)

•

1

days with .. for specified
conditions (user defined)

•

1

agriculture information system

•

climatic water balance (daily and
monthly)

1

•

CLIMEST - information for
construction and engineering
trades

•

hydrometeorology storm rainfall
design model (probable maximum
precipitation; short duration
rainfall curves; urban storm
design)

1-3

1

1

•

climatological data for
architecture design

•

1-3

ice accretion models

•

3

wind energy (profiling, energy
potential)

•

1-3

optimal house design with respect
to ambient temperature (building
design orientation for energy
conservation)

•

1-3

agroclimatic indices

1

vernalization model (cold treatment
prior to crop floral bud
development)

1
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SELECTED APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY FOR USE IN CLICOM

Product/Technology

Priority for Implementing Availability
1. Now
2. May Exist
Now Near Future Future 3. Needs Development

INFORMATION SERVICES
Graphics
monthly plot of daily data
annual plot of monthly data
plot of upper-air sounding
wind rose (frequency and mean wind
speed by direction)
computer map plotting - data and
geographic outline
Administration
tracking requests
statistics on number of requests
(use, sector, geography)
billing and accounting
maintenance of distribution lists
computer-assisted learning
(education and training)
answering requests using form
letters

•

office management
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SELECTED APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY FOR USE IN CLICOM

Product/Technology

Priority for Implementing Availability
1. Now
2. May Exist
Now Near Future Future 3. Needs Development

INFORMATION:SERVICES (Cont'd)
Reference Sources
inventories/catalogues of data,
stations, publications, computer
programs, microfilm, manuals,
guides

2

•

directory of contacts - national
and international

•

3

on-line literature searching of
commercial data bases, INFOCLIMA,
CARS and HOMS

•

1-3

bibliographies

•

1

desk-top publishing - printing on
demand

•

1-3

forms development

•

3

Publishing

microfiche publishing
climate publications - data
summaries (see Guide to
Climatological Practices)

•

/
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